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INTRODUCTION
Is

A current trend in educationid concern for the indi-

vidual-as a total being* Formerly, the primary thrUst of

education has been the teaching of acadepic skills.and

knowledge. 'Educators row realize the importance of social

experiences within the classtoom which contribute to'the

growth and development'of'the wholechild. Beca*-they
have been 'isolated in separate classes, many- disabled

children have had limited opportunities to acquire the

social skills necessary to function effectively in our

complex, diverse society.

Due to recent federal legislation increasing numbers,

of disabled students are being integrated into regular

classrooms. Many of these students are gildly:disabled

children who were formerly educated in separate class-

rooms or, in. some cases separate buildings, isolated

from the mainstream of education and society. The move-

ment to include physically and/or mentally disabled stu-

dents in regular classes is referred'to in the literature

as mainstreaming or integration.

This movement is sound in theory because some studies

have indicated that disabled students'in special" education

classes achieve leps` well than similar ability. students in

regular clls6es, even when no special provisions are made

for the disabled students in the regular classroom (John-

son, 1962)., However, several factors are impeding the. '

successful implementation.pf mainstreaming,.

Interpretation of mainstreaming and how it is to be

implemented in the public school varies considerably among

edudators. Two examples of theoretical models for main-.

streaming. cited by Chaffin (1974) illustrate this point.

A
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The Cascade of EducationServicesl'a model proposed

by Deno, comists of a hierarchy of services which facil-

itates the tailoring'of educational opportunities to in-

dividual needs. This model includes a continuum of serf

vices which could be provided by 'the public schooll-de-

pending on the needs of the individual. At,one".end 'of

the continuum, students are in special classes full-time

with a special education teacher and at the other end are

in reghiar classes full-time, with or without supplementary

'support services. Cooperation between regular education

and special education teachers is essential in this model.

The Training Based Model by Lilly,sometimes called

Zero Reject Model, replaces rathei than supplements ex-

isting educational services., The role of special educa-

tors'is,to train teachers,in regular classrooms to handle

all situations which arise in the classroom related to a
.

,child's Special needs. The child remains in the regular

classroom with success or failure the'responsibilify of

'the regular classroom teacher.

The organizational pattern most prevalent in Iowa

appears to be an adaptation of the model proposed by

Deno. Mentally disabled students are placed iri special

education or resource rooms with a special teacher for

basic. subjects and are mainstreamed into selected classes'

such as physical education, art and home econoHiCs.

Physieally disabled studgnts are place4 priu- -ly in the

regular classroom with the qxception of 4/physical education

and/or courses'which involve manipulative skills, depend-,

ini upon the handicapping%condition.

A resolution' passed at the 1976 Annual Conference of

fide AssOciation for Supervision and Curriculum Development

included the caution: that mainstreaming not be interpreted

12



as, returning' wholesale all ..exceptional chilidrenfto regular

classes, or permitting childreA with special needs to re-

main in regular classes without adequate support sery es.

For the purposes of the present study the folio

nition of mainstreabing, usinethe ASCD Guideline

accepted
) .

Mainstreaming consists of providing'a me- ng,
ful learning enirironment`in.a least restr4 ctixe
'setting for students of a range of potentials
and limitations, including those with disabil-

-ities, that nurtures groWth as,individuals and
group members. -

Also accepted for the'purpOses of the prevent study

were deLnitions of mildly physically a cabled and mildly

mentally disabled students based:upon the State of Iowa

Ithles,for Special Education. s,

imildly physically disabled student is a
physically disabled student who can make *,
adjustments to the home economics environ-
ment and/or for whom the claseroom-environ-

,

meat andmethods can be ladjtrsted with Support
services available, if necessary,-to meet

-his/her,needs.

A mildly mentally disabled 'student is one
who- can achieve minimum basic skills of
reading and writing,, but may be to 3
years beW.ndohis/her-age-matei in these'
skills. He/the will benefit from participa-
tion in regular'home economics classes where

. modifications in methods and content are
0 made which take into account limited

- .

Another factor related to effective mainstreaming'is

te,acher attitude end cipetence in. working with exceptional

children. Elat (19'74),stated that the lack of qualified

specialists and teachers will be 'the greatest' barrier in

the-in4graang effort. ReSglts'of several studies

4
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, - ..
indicat ti

. . . teachers' attitudes and knowledge
.

About o al pupils andhow.to'teichtliem are of

/direct *.lance to mainstreaming" (Keogh & Levitt, 1976,

p.'71. ,Thepe itildies'fourid that few teachers felt confi-

dent in meeting the demands they would encounter in main.-

. streamed.c/assrooms-.*Although they were willing to work,

with disab1.ed students, they. Alt they lacked the knowl-

' edge to plan andimplement'programs forf the students, or

to help the children in the 'critical area of social inter-

action with their'Peers in the regular clasugcm (Keogh

& Levitt, 1976). , .., .

. ,./In light of the fact that teacherb will need help in

working with disabled students and in, planning effective

educational opportunities for stud s with a wide range

of abilities and limitations, th Home Economics Education

Department at Iowa State University proceeded with 'a re-

search project funded by the Career Education. Division of

the Iowa Department of Public Instruction. The objectives

of the study were:

1. Ti encourage teachers to be willing to work with

students having limited mental and physical abilities

in a learning situation and to view these students as

worthy individuals having educational needs that the

teacher can assist them in meeting.

a. To value the self-worth of each individual (be

accepting and pupportive to individuals regardless

of handicap).

To gaid insight into ways of helping students with

limiting abilities.

c. To be aware of possible ways to,manipulate the '

learning environment (psychological and physical

components), .
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d. To be aware-of the role of management in the

classroom.

2. To identify areas of skills for living eSeential.for.

independent living, family living, and career.

3. To develop two or more prodedures/techniques- for.in-

structiOn in. areas of skills. for living for studefits

with varying mental and physical abilities in grades

8 and/or 9._
4

4. To assess the effectiveness of the developed instru

tionai'procedures/techniques)for teachers working with

.mildly handicapped students along, with other students

in the classroom.

5. Td prepare curricular guidelinesbaeselvn the findings

from the preceding objectives for dissemination.

6
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REVIEW OP PER NENT LITERATURE'
, -

In reviewing the objectives of the `study two "areas,

'characteristics Of learners and skills for .living, emerged

as'topics for further invdstigation. As the literature

ipms studied, learning centers came

teadhing/learning stibtegy fore79

economies classes. Following i a

into focus as a possible

in mainstreamed hone
I -

review of `th6 .pertinsnt

literat e related to these.thre topics.

Chardtteastics of Learner's

Studiqs of adolescentsl'especially 8thand 9th graders

represented-by ages 13-157 indicate wide diversity of char-

acteristla among indiVi4uals. Although they posseSs

tain characteristids as a group, individuals within the

group possess certain,ones in varying degrees.

The .peer group is'verYi*ortant to individuals in' this

. age group and exerts consilerable influence on behavior,

dress, and choice offriends., (Ausubel,l, Sullivan, 1970).

Eighth and 9th graders tend to*conform to peer standards

'and expectations.' They need to feel included in group ac-

tivities and may be quite exclusive ix the formatiqn of

these groups.

The 8th or 9th grade adolescent J'.s working to estab-

lish his/her on identity and a sense of independence bUt

is still sensitive to criticism, rejection and failure

-(4ussen,AConger:ec Kagani 1974). Hz/she tends to be self-

conscious and conftined-about how he/she appears to others.

Adolescents in thii age group may lack emotic(nal con-

trol and eihiliOride4arlations in moods, being noisy and

:boisterous on one occasion and engaging in daydreaming on

16
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another. They sometimes go to extremes in behavior.

Thirteen to 15 year olds may alternate between:ex-

tremes of energy 'and, fatigue': 'T4ey.tend to neglect their

own health= axed do not take the responsibility for adequate

.nutrition and -rest. Because,of rapid and/or uneven growth

. they may be awkward and clumsy and adopt poor posture

(Mussenv;COnger & Kagan, 1974).

When working with specific subgroup's 'of adolesCen'ts,

such as the disabled, it it'adyantageOus for the teacher

to have a.cVear,, it'brief, picture of that group (Neff &

Pilch, 1976). Research cited by Keogh and Levitt (1976)

indicateq that 88% of the .teachers responding,believed it

jetsA.mkrtant to know the characteristics of exceptional',

students, but that only 27%,felt that they knew these

charactekstics.

Neft and Pilch (1976, p.. 30) cautioned however, that

"There is no such person as a. typical mentally- retarded

child who exhibits all of the characteristics associated

with, mental retardation. They will vary greatly from

,child to child in kina and degree:" Characteristics as-

sociated with mental retardation are of three 'kinds:

physical,.intellectual, and emotional. .

mildly mentally dibabled children usually

are not distingui'shable from nondisabled children. They

may lag'behindnormal chilareeltowever, in motor coordina-

tion, in file use ,of both gross and fine muscle6.

Mentally disabled students learn at a slower rate,and

have,e, lower capacity (upper liMit) for learning than their

nondisabled age-mates. They.appear to be at the develop-

mental stage of,younger children. Reviews of current re-

search by educators in the field of mental retardation

4.
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indicate general agreement on'some of, the learnink'char-

acteristics of mentally disabled students.

'These youth are able to handle concrete"learning ex,

periences, but have difficulty with abstract experiences.

.Their generalizing ability and understanding of cause and

effect 'are limited; they often form faillty concepts. The

mentally disabled student is likely to be wealistic in /.

assessing his own-skills and abilities. ,A short attention

span might be attributed to exposure to inappropriate s,

leirning activities as many mentally tudents can

become very engrossed in tasks which art meaningful and

enjoyable to them and are at An appropriate level of dif-

ficulty.; Most important, the mildly mentally disabled

student can learn and can, usually acquire basic skills of

reading and writing when properly taught. Kalsto (1970,

p. 18) summarized the lAtellectual'charactemtstics of this

group. .-"Their thought processes can be described as con-.

crett, discrete, unrelated1 immediate and obvious."
.

Many of the emdtional characteristics,of the mentallyG
disable&I'particularly the negative characteristics, re;,;

suit from discrepanciet between society's expectations and

the child's ability to meet these expectations. The men-

tally disabled, student is easily, frustrated, perhaps due

to a long history of'frustratirg, failure experiences.

Because of repeated failures many meneally disabled stu-

dents have poor self-concepts and laW confidence. Be-

havior problems arise in. situations which:do not take-into

account their'limitatiOns'or' satisfy their needs. These

behaiiior prObltmt may tak the form of acting out, aggret-
,

sive behavior or.withdrawing emotionally.

'The physically disabled members of our society form

18
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a very heterogenedus,groupo Each individual is unique and.

exhibits a different set of physical characteristics. No

single set of physical characteristics would adequately

represent the physically disabled as al group.,.
,

na
,

In the area of emotiol.adjustment certaincharacter-
isticsistics arise as a response to the handicapping' condition

"end society's expectations. Physically disabled'children

have the same basic needs, such as affection, recognition,

\....-

and security, as nondisabled children, but t ey have more

limited means of satisfying their needs. Mos individuals

experiezice,frustration when'confronte4 by obstacles which

prevent' them from satisfying their needs. The physically 1

disableoyindidual,faces not only the.obstaclei that all

people face, but "additional ones-related-to his handicap-

ping condition. As Kirk (1974) pointed out; it may be

that disabled itdividualS"appear frustrated more often than

nondisabled individuals not because of a lot., threshold of

frustration, but because the frustrating stimuli are so

intense:
, k -41:* 1-

Frustration is likely to occur when there is a dis-

crepancy between the child's or society's expectations and

the child's ability to achieve the goal. The physically

disabled student may re'spond'to frustration 41 several ways.

He may be aggressive, or he hay withdraw emotionally. He

"may repress his aesires to reach the goallor hc.may,seek

alternate ways-to reach the goal by compensating for'his

`disability._ Cruickshank andlohnson (1958) stated that

physically disabled children are usually retarded socially

awl emotionally- These"added handicaps can cause added

problems in a regular classroom.

Research indicated that disabled students possess
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que,characteristics as a result of their handicapping

condition However, there is, evidence in'the literature

"that%diSabled adolescents are very much like typical,' non -

disabled adolescents and that they possess many Of the same

'general characteristics typical of most adolescents. While

it is helpful to educators to know the unique character-

istics of disabled'studants, it is essential for tiAm to

keep.in mind the similarities as well.

Educational Goals for the.Disabled

A review of literature revealed different approaches'

to identifying goals of education, all of which had rele-
-0#

vane to identifying skills for living needed by disabled.

individuals. 'Phi Delta Kappa (1569) published a list of

goals of edubation which are used by:any schools through-

out the,Igation as.a guideline for program planning. These

goals are broad in scope and include job and occupatiOnii

skills as well as-goals for geheral education.'

Bresina (1961) identified goals of general education

which include knowledge and skills needed by all individ-

-ualS in our society. The emphasis of general sducationAs

growth and development,of the individual, including areas

such as' understanding the ideas Of others and expressing

one's own 'effectively, developing 'one.'s on potential as

an individual, and.tcquiringAbe knowledge rand attitudes

basic to a satisfying family live. :

In his review ,of literature on gotls of education'for

the mentally retarded, Stevens (1958) pointed out that

.', there tends to be agreempht'among authorities in .special

educatidri on- many items, such as "making a_living",and

"using one's leisure time wisely ".. He believed .that
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concept of persistelit life situations, first presented in

1947 by Stratemeyer, Tarkner and Maine provided many ad-

vantages as a means of stating goals or objectives of

education for the disabled. Because persisting life sit-

uations are based on the problems which arise from the

interaction between the learner and all'aspects of his

environment at any given 'time, educational experiences

can be devised which are consistent with the individual's

present level of development. The individual thus develops

skills which enhance future adjustment. In this way, be-

sides fdcusing on the _learner's specific needs, the_per-

sisting life situations approach enables one to develop

curriculum with scope'and sequence. Stevens prRsented a

list of goals for the mentally retarded which were stateC

in terms of pefsisting life situations..*

A review of literature on educational godls for

exceptional children .indicated that many educators view

goals of special education as basically the.sameas goals

,or education of all children. The.comparisondf)goals

for the mentally disabled and for education in general
1 Ai

seemed, to confirm .Steven' ciontlusion that ". . the
.

:, general goalsifor the retardate are the same as for all .,

learners since the mentally retarded child is mere similar

than different than his normal peer" (1958.p. 234).

Learning CenterS

II

'Learning centers as a classroom management strategy

are not new. Vaccaandlracca (1976) pointed out their ef-

fectiveness in meeting the varying needs of'individual

students within a classroom. Because learning center ac-

tivities are sell-directing the teacher becomes a fatili-
,

-A
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tator in .the learning procesSxrather than the central

figure. He /she is then free to offer assistance as needed

to students, individually or, in small; groups.

The ,Heartland Education. Agency (1977, p. 1)cited.the

following advantages of learning centers for mentally dis-

abled students, but the same advantages would apply to

.,most students.
1

Learning centers provide the opportunity for
the student:

to practice mAk4ng decisions
to practice following directions
to practice working independently
to practice new learnings and to rein-
- force old learnings
to develop skills in working with other

students _

to learn from other students
to take responsibility for the use and

care of materials.

LeaAng centers are activity Oriented. In developing

learning centers it is important-to provide a variety of.

activities taking into account the varied interests and

abilities' of the students. The Particular activities-and

organization within the learning centers depends on the
I

. educational goals or o1 eCtives to be accomplished (Heart-

land, 1977). t .

\h

' If earning .center activities are to be self-directirg.,

the stude is need to be able to proceed independently rather

than relying on the teacher to read and interpret directions.

Directions, therefore, need to be clear and simple. Having

all. necedsaiimaterials
,

and
/ 0
sixpplios within the learning

center or within easy access to the student contributed to

the self-directing nature of the'dearning center.

. Placement Cr grouping of students, within the' learning

center can beaccomplished using three different' criteria:

-3 V LI
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,e.

affective placement,. random placement, and placement by

speoific skills or abilities (e.g., reading level for read.:.

ing learning centers) (Vacca & Vacca, 1976). The type of

grouping chosen by therteaoher would depend also on the ed-

Ucational goal or objectilies of the learning center.

Learning centers can be structured around individual

and/or group activities. Johnson and Johnson (1975, P. 37)

citdcseveral advantages of peer tutoring, which is likely

to occ in group activities, or cooperative goal structure:

1. Some students respond better to peers'than
to adults.

2. A bOnd of friendship may be developed be-
-tween the learner and the tutor, which can
be helpful in integrating s1oW learners
into the group.

3. The tutors learn by teaching.
4. The teacher is relieved of some of-the Pres-

sure and is able to help others;

Also cited in the'literature is the fact that working in

small groups contributes to self-direction of students

(Heartland, 1977)..

According to Xohnson and Johnson (1975) a coopera4ve

goal structure facilitaies both cognitive and affective edu-

cational outcomes. Students remember factual material bet-

ter if it is discussed in a cooperatively structured group.

Affective outcomes includeacceptance of individual dif-

ferences, positive -self-attitudes, and acquisition of group

pbnson and Johnson (1975) p. 25) stated that "No

aspect of. human experience is more important than coopera-

tivg interaction with others."



METHOD OF.PROCEDDRE

Plan for Implementing'Objectives

Keeping in mind the objectives of the study, the need

to study the learners and identify the skills for living

essential for independent living, famil5q1iving, and career,

and the general outline and time schedule as given in the

proposal, a flow chart was developed. As this chart evolved

it became apparent that there were three separate but re-

lated components dr the study:

1. developm6nt of and usd,of teachixig/learning

strategies and instructional materials

. development of-instruments to evaluate student

growth as the result of using the

:teaching module and affective devices to sum-

marize student and teacher attitudes toward the

- teaching/learning strategies.

participation of home economics teachers to

increase their competencies in teaching mildly

disabled and of mainstreamed home economics

classes and to pilot test the teaching /learning

strategies.

The preliminary draft Of the flow chart showing the

interrelationships baisreen the'various'components of the

project and indicating the tiiing necessary to complete

the various components at appropriate times was* reviewed

by the Head of the Home Economics Education Department,

Iowa State University, the advisory committee, and se-

.lected personnel at the Department of Public Instruction.

After incorporating'the,suggestions of these consultants,

the final draft of the now chart guided the method of

94
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procedure throughout the study, and except for. minor al-

-- terations, was followed as it appears on page 15.

Participation of Advisory Cotnittee

The establishment of an advisory committee was_under-

taken in *late summer,1976. The members of the committee

were chosen because of their expertise in working with the

disabled and_to represent a cross-section of the varied

agencies directly involited in providing educational pro-

grams for these students. The five committee members se-'

lesteeincluded a -reacher from the University Hospital

School, Iowa City; a special education consultant from the

Heartland Area Education Agency; a consultant in mental

disability, Iowa Department of Public Instruction; an ex-

tension specialist who has expertise in identifying needs

of and working with ephysically disabled, Iowa State Univer-

sity; and a consultant in Planning. and Support Services,

Career Education Division, Iowa Department of Public In-

struction, who served as an ex- officio member.

The total 'committee conferred with the staff at a

(s
three hour meeting in the early stages of the project to

share their expertise in the problems encountered in pro-

viding meaningful programs for the special student. After

an introduction to the scope and objectives for the total

project, ,.the flow chart for the project was examined and

several additions and changes were recommended. Prelim-

inary materials on the characteristics of learners were

presented and initial reactions and concerns were shared.

The committee, members each returned a written commentary

on these materials after more thorough and reflective ex-

amination the week following the meetipg.
a

25
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Those members of the commit e who had knbwledge of,

programs for the disabled a the junior high levels indi-'

cated procedures which might be effective in the identi-

-fication of schools kith mainstreamed home economics

classes. (See Agenda 17 Appendix E.)

Throughout the project individual committee members

reviewed materialS developed for the project, and gave

counsel related to their special, areas,of knowledge on

problems which arose; such as, location of the physically

disabled' student and types of evaluation devices most ef-

fet.tiVe for use by the Mentally diAabled.' A special edu-

cation consultant frOm the Heartland Area Education Agency

-,supplied information on the use of learning centers in

special education classes.

In addition three committee members attended and con-

tributed to thd first in- service seminar for participating

hone economics teachers.
=

Study of the Student

During the fall, 1976, the project staff visited sev-

eral schools and mainstreamed junior and senior high school

classes to become familiar with mainstreaming as it is

implemented in Iowa schools and to gain backgroundinfor:

oration on various handicapping conditions. Visits to

University Hospital Schools in Iowa Cityand to Smousi Op-

portunity School in Des Moines enabled the staff members

to observe 'students with more severe- disabilities than

those they would encounter in most mainstreamed classes,.

.Butthe_observations helped put into per4pective the degree

of disability withlahich they were working. Visits with

staff members and. administrators of the special schools
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also provided insight into Some,oT the unique needs of

disabled students.

`Staff members also observed mildly disabled students'

functioning In regular junior and senior high school home

.economics-classeS. Informal discussion with teachers and

princ4pals whenexer scheduling permitted provided informa-

tion concerning problems of mainstreaming, methods the

teachers had &Ind helpful in teaching disabled students,

and general areas of concern in teaching the disabled.

Theie visits gave the staff a perspedtive from which

to work and guided their research into the 'available lit-

erature concerning tharacteristics of mildlyllysically

disabled,4Mildly Mentally disabled, and "typical" or non-

disabled 8th/9th grade students.

4;0Areview of the,literature provided many character-
_

istics of students. Lists of characteristies for each of

the tee groups of students were Compiled by staffMem-

bers. The lists were Compared, and similarities-and dif-

ferences among Vethree groups of students were noted.

ConcurreAtly, the staff developed a schematic 11-

lustration or viSlial representation of the similarities
,

and' differences among the three 6oilps of 8th/9th grAde

students which is presented on the following page. Al-

. though the illustration shows the.iierrelationship of

characteristics of groups, it does notohOw the relative

.number of 'characteristics in each,grDup.

Each circle represents'one group of students. The

lettered portions of the'cir4e rep aatcharacteristics

of gibups as listed below:

A. All groups of-8th and 9th rade students

B. Typical student

Mildly mentally - disabled student

4
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Figure 2. Interrelationship of characteristics of groups

D. Mildly physically disabled student

E. Commonalities among typical and physically dis-
abled students

F. Commonalities among typical and mentally dfs-
abled students

G. Coxianalities among\the mentally and physically
disabled-students .NN

final compilation and accompanying bibliography is

found in Appendix C. Some of the findings and conclusions,

concerning the chaiacteristics of learners were of-special

significance to educators. The'literature often stated that

disabled students are mare similar to'typical students than

they are different. This fact became quite apparent be -.

cause by far the largest .group of charaeteristics werethose"

that all groups of 8th and 9th grade students-bad in common.

Another pertinent finding Was that there were no character-
,'

istics found only among typical students which were not

shared by the physically and/or mentally disabled student.

In relationship to the lists of characteristics of students

it is to be noted that these characteristics are oh a con-

tinuum, and within any'grotp of students there is wide
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variation in Ale degree of the characteristics from in-',

dividual to individual.

' The characteristics of the three groups of students'

were freviewed by ISU subject matter specialists in the de-

pareaents of family environment, child development and

psychology. They also were reviewed by members of the

advisory council. A final draft was made incorporating

the suggested additions, deletions, and other changes.

The characteristics of 8th and 9th grade students,

both similarities and differences, provided one of the

bas from which the staff developed the instructional ma-

terials needed to facilitate the teaching/learning strate-

gies. By keeping in mind that all students have much in

pmmon, but being aware of some Of the differences which'

affect learning, the staff was able to make'provisions'

which would provide for the educatiOnal needs of all three

groups of 8th and 9th grade students--the tnical, the

mildly mentally disabled, and the mildly physically dis-

abled students in a common classroom Setting.

Skills for.Living

The goal of general' and special educakon.revieVed

in the literature were summarized and combi into one

list which reflected the skillss,for living needed.bi all

- adults to function effectively as individuals, family mem-

bers, and members of society.

Child development theory_, HaitIghurstls (1972) de-

velopmental tasks for adolescents,, and practical exper-

ienCe in working with adolescents, provided the basis fot

refining and. restating then basic skills for living.for

// adults as competencies which adolescents could achieve.

I
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The skills for. living needed by adults and .competencies to

be achieved by adoleicents may be seen in Appendix C.

40-

Group Learning Centers

.
After synthesizing all background information concern-

.

ing the learners _and how they function, advantages and dis-

advantages' ofkyariiYus'teaping strategiesrand the possible

classroom situa-kOns available.for pilot testing, the con-

clusion wi reached that the-instructional procedUtes-

techniques developed would involve learning centers. Al-

though-the, literature discussed the use of learning centers

primarily for individualizing instruction at the elementary

level, the methvd appeared to have potential for integrat-

ing the disabled student as a member of a regular home eco-

nomics class. For this reasoa the learning centers as in-

corporated in this study were structured mainly for group

activity rather than for individualized instruction. The

proposed.model indicating the functioning of this instruc-

tional strategy is -on the next page (Figure 3).

The following definition of home economics learning

centers was developed*

Home economics-- earning centers are, teaching/
learning envir nments established either With-
in or outside the classroom for the purpose of
assisting.sMall groups of :learners working
individually or as a group, to achieve one or
more stecifiet educational objectives. Sach
center contafk.the nedssftry instructional
aids to be used in the.etdomplishment of the
objective(s).

, Based upon information available in the literature, it

was concluded that group learning centers, used within the

home economics classroom would facilitate instruction for.,
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.FigUre 3. Mode]., of learning center (functioning)

students of a 'ange of intellectual abilities in a main-

streamed class situation because they:

1. Encourage all students to develop social skills
through small group interaction.

2. Encourage involvement of all students. Mentally
disabled students are much more likely to par-
ticipaZe actively in small groups than in large
groups.

Is
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3. Provide opportunity for individualized instruction:
tilk meet the educational needs and goals of all
stadents through group rather than independent
-study.- Reinforcement or enrichment activities can
be offered as needed.

4. Free the teacher during the class period to_give
personalized helpto students as needed.

5. Provide opportunity for tutorial help as needed,
either by peers, resource teachers, or Para-
professionals. .

Encourage the teacher to provide meaningful."hands
on" activities for areas that may. be primarily

- academic in nature.

7. Help the nondisabled student gain greater appre-
ciation for the disabled individual as a person
with needs and differing abilities, as they work
closely together to accomplish a common objective.

8. Contribute to the acquisition of the skills for
living competencies of communicating ideas ver-
ballyand nonverbally, respecting and getting
along with people with whom one works and lives,
'and accepting oneself as a worthy individual..

Consistent with the definition of learning centers and

the proposed model, three different planS were implemented

for the study. The first plan was organized b7 the ob-

jectives of the unit, the second plan was based upon the

`generalizations supporting each specific. objective of the

unity and the third was a combination, of Plan 1 and 2.

Plan.1

Bach learning center is 'devoted to group activities.

assaciatea.,with the accomplishment of one objective. A

group is assigned to each learning-center. After complet-

ing the activities in one Center, each grouprotates to

the next center, and continues this rotation until all stu-

dents have the opportuiiity to worWon all objectives.



TOTAL

CLASS

rACTIVITY

Figure -f. Plan 1 (flow chart)

TOTAL CLASS

FORMULATION OF

GENERALIZATIONS

=AND /OR

SUMMARIZATION

The number of /earning centers withiA a classroom will

vary according to the numbertof'oNectives,to be developed
for a specific unit. A total class activity precedes the
learning center activity for introduction and fhlows at
the conclusion of the-learning center activities for sum-
marization. All materials necessarywto complete all of the
activities in a learning center are contained in that
center.

Plan 2

All learning centers are devoted to the same objecttie;
each center contains specific activities directed toward
the development of one generalization f associated Wiph that,

objective /As the activities are completed-in all learning
centers, the groups report (teach-back) to the total_class

summnrypf the activities in each learning center.' Not,
all students have the opportunity to work on all generili-

zations directly, but have. the opportunity to Conclude the
generalitations as the students from each center report

(teach -back) to the total cuss. This process is repeated
'for each objective contained/in the-unit.
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GROUP, OR

INDIVIDUAL

SHARING '

WITH TOTAL

CLASS

Figure 5. Plan 2 flow chart).

TOTAL CLASS'

FORMULATION OF

GENERALIZATIONS

AND/OR

SUMMARIZATION

The number of learning centers within the classroom

depends upon the number of generalizations associated with

a 'specific objective. A total class activity precedes the

learning center activity for introduction and follows at

the conclusion for silmrizatian. All materials necessary

to complete the actiyities in a learning center are con-

tained in that center."-

Plan 1

The learning centers in Plan B'combine the organiza-

tion of Plan lirand Plan 2. During a unit all students

will work on selected primary objectives on a rotation '

basis (Plan 1)1 and for the remaining oNectives students

will participate in activities associated with single gen-

eralizations related to one objective (Plan 2).. Its use

.permits more variety than Plan 1 or 2. (See Figure 6,

Page. 26.)

A total class activity precedes the learning center

activity fOr introduction and follows at the conclusion

of the learning center activities f9r sumrization. All :

materials necessary to complete the activities in a learn-

ing center are contained .in that center.

4%
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'Pa

GROUP OR
INDIVIDUAL
°SHARING
WITH TOTAL

CLASS

Figure 6. Plan 3 (flow chart)

TOTAL CLASS

FORMULATION OF

-GENERALIZATIONS

AND/OR

SUMMARIZATION

Because grouping of students is an integral part of

thol three learning center plans, selective criteria,Were

established to guide the teacher in dividing a mainstreamed

class into learning center, groups. These criteria were:

1. group size - minimum 3 students
Indzimum 5 students,

2. academic ability - heterogeneously grouped

3. social compatibility - student preferences among
classmates

To test the effectiveness of the three learning.cen-

ter designs in a mainstreamed home economics class, each

was developed using identical objectives with supporting.

generalizations.
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Development of Learning-Center Teaching Nodules

To field test the three pI Is incorporating these of

group ivitylearni,ng centers in mainstreamed homeecb-

nonicS'classes, the topic of Consumer information--the con-

sumer has the right' to know, - was Selected. 'Sever 1 factors

influenced this choice:

1. As all .members of our society become consumers
in the market place, ally need consumer educa-
tion.

2. Consumer educition can contribute to the acqui-
sition of skills fOr living competenciaasa
adolescents become bettee able to:

v Apply principles of nutrition in the selec-
tion of ,food consumed

.=---Be aware of personal resources in addition
to money

Develop skills in reAtion to management of
money, time, energy

Identify alterw..tive solutions to problems
andrecognize pdipsible outcomes

Decide 'when informatik is reliable"
.D

Realize that continuing education throughout
the.life time is a wayof'coping with change

Accept the necessity for laws and law en-
forcement

=

The majority of classes,yould-b working on
either food or clothing units at e time the
learning center modules here to be ried.
Both areas have a consumer education component,
.therefore, objectives an generalizations de-
veloped. for the unit- -the consumer has a right
to knowcould Be implemented in?either.

,

Teachers tend to need more assistance in melling
`nepds of varying groups pp-students in. main-
streamed classes in areas of study that are
mainly-nbnldboratory thatps. laboratory in in-
Struptipnal-procedure.

.
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The materials for use in the three learning-center
plans were developed as modules. Four major objectives.
with related generalizations were identified; these re-
flected both the module topie'; and the specific skills
for living competencies selected for the module. The
generalizations were reviewed by- subject matter special-

.

ists for content. After the generalizations-had been ap-
proved, the concepts contained in the generalizations were
identified and divided into two groups. The first Were
thOse the students would require before beginning to work
in the learning centers, and. for which the teacher would

accept the responsibility for,presenting to the enfire
class. The second group of concepts were those to be ac-
quired by the students through completing the activities
in the learning centers. The teachers were provided with

suggested descriptions of the concepts they were to in-.
troduce or have introduced to the entire class before -the

students began the activities in the learning centers to
provide consistency from one school to another in-the
pilot sample.

An overview of the complete module for each of the
three learning center plans was prepared t provide the
teachers with an overall procedure for cl groom manage-
ment for the period the learning center module was to
be used. The overview also provided,the*time table and
the sequence of activities to be followed including ad-
ministering pretests and posttests, presentation-of con-
cepts by the teacher, group activities.in the learning
centers and total group summarizations as activities-in
the learning centers were completed. (See-Teaching Module
for- Learning Centers and Overview Plan 1, 2, 3 in Appendix
G.)
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ies forthe learning centers were de-

students- in acquiring the concepts con-

eralizations for each objective and to

among them, thus permitting the students

ormulate the generalization's and.so achieve

tives. Aftei these grqup activities were

developed, they were placed in the individUal learning,

centers according to the specific learning center plan.

For example, a I 1 group activities.4irected toward the con-

cepts contained in the gpneralizations for objective A were

placed in leartning center A for Plan 1. These same activ-

ities were di

2 and 3.

ided into four leaTning centers for Plans

A

Each learning center activity was self-directed, Con-
'

taming a grpup directions and activitieS,packet and 'all

the materials necessary to complete the activities as de-

tailed in the packets. Multi-level reading books, and

pamphlets, tapes, and instructional posters were used for

the reference materials. Activities included use of many

visuals from magazines and newspapers, and varied "hands-
,

on" items including clothing labels, hangtags, and care

instructions; and food labels, cans, and boxes. Student

worksheets were provided; some requiring simple checking,

others for short-group summaries of activities completed.

Although a few activities were done by the students in-

dividually,-the majority required participation of all

students in the learning center working together as a

group.

An attempt was made to provide' activities which would

.meet the needs ofand be meaningful to each of the three

types of students (typical, mildly mentally and/or
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physically disabled) working together in heterogeneous

groups within the same classroom. Considering the sim-

ilarities and differences of the characteristics among

these three groups of students, activities were designed-

which wo ul di
°;b

1. encourage tutorial help from peers.

2. prOvide ways to involve teacher aids.and resource
teachers.

3. involve actual "hands-on",objects to give em-
phasis to concrete rather than abstract exper-
iences.

1f. furnish "hand-onq objects commonly found in the
student's home environment;

5. use a wide variety of short meaningful activities
calling for direct participation to accommodate
short attention span-and need for short term
goals. Present new concepts in more than one way
td contribute to greater retention.

reinforce concepts from learning center to learn-
ing center to encourage "overlearning" of concepts.

7. provide visuals, a variety of posters with brief
information and large bold print, and illustra-
tions from magazined\ and newspapers.

8 provide items on testes, whi_ch include ,visuals and
illustrations; require simple marking of answers.

9 use case studies to relate activities in class-
room to/everyday experiences.

10. encourage participation by'all-in making-gm/3p'
decisions.

11. furnish tapes for low -level readers or nonreaders,
or for those with visual disability.

12. encourage decision-making through optional activ-
ities (plans 1 and 3), and offer opportunity to
choose according to individual abilities and
interests.

*

13. include group and individual activity sheets call-
ing for responses by "checking" rather than writ-
ing.

39
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11i. place emphasis upon oral and visual activity,
rather than reading or writing.

15. use materials highly structured and accompanied
. by brief and concise yet specific directions.

As the specific group activities were developed they

were reviewed by both curriculum and subject matter spec-

ialists at Iowa State University. Revision's were made

based upon their recommendations. .71
f sr

One of the pilot schools agreed to pretest portions

of .the learning center roup etivities s providing an "op-s

portunity to observe stude s using the materials in learn-

ing center8,1 to accomplish the following objectives,:

1. to measure the length of time necessary to com-
plete a tivities

2. to obser e students' use of illustrative mater-
ials: ok erences, tapes, posters, and activity
sheets

to listen o Students' questions--directions
and/or acti ities not clearly understood .

4. to observe.fs udent reactions and/or attitudes
- toward world as_ a member of a group in a

learning cente \

5. to'gain input f om\a teacher experienced in
working with mai streamed classes

/As a result-of the pr testing further modification's

were made in the, group acti -ties before final field test-

ing began in the remaining pi ot\schools.'- The complete

group activity learning center teaching module including

student materials may be foland- 'Volume 2 of this report.
of
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elopment and Selection of Evaluation Devices

' Attitu e toward disabled -persons

/`

A search 'was conducted' for an instrument Which nonid

be used to assess'teacherstrattitudes toward disabled stU--

dents. Of the instruments foUnd, the Attitudes Toward Dis-

'abled-Persons Scale, developed by Yukor, Block and Younng

(1966).appeared to be most appropriate for collection Of

4 data to meet the needs of this study. Permission was ob-

tained from the publishyr to administer this scale. A copy

of this device and_ answer sheet are in Appendix D.

Achievement test

,A pool of objective test items was generated for each

objective in the unit. After' being reviewed by an evalua-

'tion specialist the bast items were included in the first'

draft of, the instruments Because all four objectives in

the consumer information module were considered-to be of

equal importance and a similar length of class time was to

be spent on each one, each objective received approximately

equal weighting in the achievement test. '

Some of the cOncepts andTgeneralizations included in

the module wer%speeific t o e i-ihe'r. f(Sods or clothing. For

this ,reason different- but paraZlelitems were needed for

different forms of the test. A,1.1' of the items (a total of

'32) were included in the form that wad then used on a trial

basis in a 9th grade home_economics class not included in

the finatgge.
The mean scores and item analysis from the trial usage

indicated that some items were too,easy and some distractors

were not functioning. The home'economics.teacher who as-.

sisped in administering the test commented that some of the
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Items were poorly worded and diffiplt to interpret. Re-
,

visions were made accordingly and a'-fj.nal diaftwas de-

veloped with 19 items' on the food and clothingfbrms of

Lip test; The table of specifications for ,the final

drgt of the test is shown below.-

Table 1. Table of specification for construction of
_cognitive test

'objectives
% of

tem Nui er Total
Test

Objective A:
The student will be better able tp 8, 9, 10, 22
identify sources of consumer infor- 11
nation.' 40

Objective B:

/ analyze consume information for.
The student

(e

better able to 12, 26

completenest ana'reliaVility.

Objective GI
The student will be better able to
recognize that federal laws regu-
slate product labeling so the con-
sumer knows what he/she is buying.

Objective D:
The student will be 'fetter able to
identify w advertising. appeals
to cons s to sell products.

3, 4, 6, 26

15, 16,
18, 19

26

The items were written considering the limitations; of

the mildly mentally disabled studepts. Only three options.

were used in the multiple choice portion to make the items

suitable for students with limited intellectual capacity .

as was -'recommended by a consultant on mental disabilities

411-



in. an area education: agency. Several item's included pic-

torial representations for the same reason.

Answers went recorded directly on the test. Students

were.ins ruc e el her to circle the letter of their an-

, swers or to record a letter in a blank. This method .0C

answering would make it possible for most mentillydis-

abled students and those students with mild manipulative

physical disabilities to record their.own answers. Teachers

were directed to read the test items to -bi.Idents with vis-

ual handicapfr and/or very low reading abilities.

The items were based on generalizations which had been

reviewed`by subject mattert.specialists to help estabiish

content validity. 'An evaluation specialist feviewedthe

items to determine if they were written at the appropriate

level for the behavioral objective being assessed. Forms

of this instrument for'" foods and clothing can be found in'

Appendix D.

Devices for measuring attitudes toward learning centers

The students' and teachers' attitudes toward the learn-

ing centers wefe of concern for two reasons. It was be-

lieved that the cognitive outcome of the study might be af-

fected by the attitudes of the students and the teachers.

Their attitudes*would also help determine whether or not

learning centers should be recommended as a possible

teaching /learning strategy for fpture use

Twenty - three ttemst;assessing the students' reactions

to the materials, the activities, group work, and content

area were developed. Additional items specific to each

plan were devised. The final instrument for Plan I con-
.

tained 25 items; for Plan 2', 25 items;land for Plan 3, 27

items. The response format was a 5 point Likert-type

7
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35 10

The respondents indicated whether theyestrongly

agreed, ,mildly' agreed, +were unddcided, mildly disagreed

or strongly;disagreed with qe statements by circling the

corresponding letter. ,Approlmately half of the items

were stated,positivelye.nd half were stated negatively

to' prevent respond'entsfrom-devloping a response set

when answering. -For'positivelt:stated items numerical

values ranged-frOm'5 for strongly agree to 1 for strongly

disagree; for Aegatively stated iteis'the.valueS ranged

from .1 for strongly'agree to 5 for strongly disagree.

Comments were solicit d at the end of the device. .bee

Appendix D for a coprof-Form 1;1 of this device which
includes all 27 items.

The attitudinal devices were mailed to the teachers

early in May to be administe'red:upon completion of the
. r

7/

unit. The teachers were given instructions on the admin.-
a

istration of the test -in a-cover letter. (See letter 9,

Appendix A.) , *: ;:z
-

Thirty-two itetbS were, included to assess the teachert"

attitudes tollgid't1%;,learninitcent6r strategy, group work,

materials iiplemeneo.tion of learnini centers and provi-
4

sions for the disabled. One' item speCifie to Plans 1 and

3 and a iteMs stkecifizeto Pans 2 and 3twere added so

separate forms of the infftru ntwere devised whkch in-

'cluaedonly those ttras pertaining to-each plan.

The responss f mat chosen or' the instrument was

also1 a4=poiA LikeAl-type scales The respondents circled

the letter which f2diCated whether they strongly agreed,

disagrerdwwere undecided, mildly disagreed 'or

strongly disagreed with the statement. See Appendix D
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for a copy of, Form III of this device, which' contains all

35 items.

Identification o

14 I,

It was anticipated, that the cooperation of 12 to 15

schools where integrating is practiced at 8th and 9th grade

would be necessary to test the materials developed in the

study. Furthermore, the plan of.the study as such that

the'field testing would be done during the spring Semestr

therefore the home economics classes in these schools should

have mainstreamed students during the second semester, 1977.

To identify schao16 Where'Students with mental and/or

physical disabilities were mainstreamed into the regular

home economics classes at the 8th and 9th grade level, a'

letter was sent to the-special education consultant in each

of the 15 area education agencies within the state. These.

consultants were asked to identify potential pilot schools

by providing the names of the school districts and schools

where such organization existed. (See letter'1, Appendix

--A.) Replies were redeived'from nine consultants who pro-.

videa the names of 51+ schools within their areas where home

economics classes were mainstreamed. Contact was made by

telephone with the six special education_ consultants who

did not respond, and an addll.tional six schools were lo-

cated.

A letter was sent to the principal of each ofsthe 60

schools introducing the purpose'of the project and solicit-

ing his cooperat

3
n and the active participation of the

tPhome economics eacher in field-tesiing the materials. A

postcard was enclosed-for the principal to return to in-

icate his willingness for the school to be included in

VI
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the study and if his responbe was positive, a letter and .

information sheet were included' to be given by the princi-

pal to the home economics teacher, If the teacher was also
4

ft

nent facts about her classes on the enclosed information

survey sheet which she was to return. If the reply was

negative, an envelope was provided for all of the materialS

to be returned to the project staff. (See letters 2 and 3,

Appendix A.)

Replies were received from '51F principals; 25 returned

positive responses with the completed information sheet pro-

vided by the home economics teacher, "9 were willing but

their classes did not meet the criteria as stated in the

letter, and 21 did not care to participate.

The primary reason given by the majority of principals

for not participating in the study was that home economics

is offered on a semester basis, and the disabled students

in'these schools' had been mainstreated during the first

semester. A few principals also indicated-that as yet

their home economics classes were not mainstreamed; in a

few of these schools home economics teachers -were providing

instruction for a separate crass- of special education stu-

dents. ;01

Although there were o y two criteria for the prelim-

inary identification of possible pilot schools-- classes at

the,Pth.and 9th grade levee and' home economics classes

mainstreamed during the se and semester, 1977after tabu-

lating the informations. on the teacher 'survey forms, two

more criteria werg.added for the final selection of par-

ticipating schools.'- These additidnal criteria were;

classes containing at, least 12 students ak needed for

optimum grouping 4or the ilise of the learning center.,modules,

=
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Air

and food or clothing areas to be taught during April.
Thirteen of the responding'schools met these criteria and
the home economics teachers were informed by letter. "A

OS C . - If =

Provided earlier on the survey form and to supply definite

nuibers of students who would be involved. The teachers in

the remain3ng 12 sehok8 which did not meet the criteria
were so notified. (S e letters 4 and 5, Appendix A.)

The pilot test' of.learning, center strategies de-
signed for mainstre d home economics classes was carried

out in 12 junior and/Or senior high' schools in Iowa, with

16 teachers and 19 classeS participating. Before the com-
pletiOn of the project three classes were eliminated: two

due to aconflict:in scheduling within the school, and one

as the disabled students were withdrawn from. the home 'eco-

nomics class in the middle of the semester. Complete'data'

were obtained from 16 classes-taught by 14 teachers. A
total of 251 students including 25 mentally disabled and
five physically disabled were included in the final sample.

A complete,description of each participating Class is con-
tained in Table 2.

As Table 2 indicates, only five physically disabled

students were enrolled in the home economics classes in-

cluded.in the final sample. In an.attempt to locate more

physically disabled students enrolled in home economics

classes to participate in the study, contact was made by

telephone with several,agencies. These included the Iowa

Department of Public PStruction; the personnel at Camp
(----

Sunnyside (a, cailp foi, disabled youth and aduits funded by

the Easter Seal Society); the administrators of University

Hospital SchOoli- Iowa City; several city supervisors of .

home economics; and a special' education consultant in the
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Table 2. Description of classes:, titlot,schools

Learning
Class Center Grade

Plan

Area Total Disabled
No. Students

4

2 a 1

1

8th

8th

X

X

3 1 8th X
if 2 9th X

5 2 8th X

6 3 9th X
7 1 8th x
8 1 8th x

9 1 9th X
10 1 9th X

11 -2 8th .X

12 2 8th X

13 2 8th X.

14 2 9th X

15 3 8th. x -

16 3 9th X

13 1 1

12 1

13 1

13 2

18 1

13-_ 2 1

22

25 1
A

12 1

21 2 1

14 2

15 2

16. 'a

13 1 1

17 2

14 2

TOTAL/ 251 25

Heartland Area Education Agency.

The respondent atCamp SunnysideAndicated that \a'

record of schools Attended by the camp Participants

not included on the permanent filetand furthermore, p ovid-

ing or sharing this information might be considered in-

vasion of priliacy. It was found that the area educati

agencies have information concerning physically disabled

O
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students only if there has been a request made by the

school or family for special support,services for the

child. Many'students apparently have learned to adapt to

their support seivices.by

the time tbeysesnroll in junior high school and so are not

identified by the AEA's. It Was also suggested by one

respondent that physically disabled students Marmot choosy

to elect-home economics if it is not req-uired. Further-

morel that' in some cases these students were. discouraged

from taking home economics in regular school classes be-

cause they would be "too slow".

Through the other contacts five additional physically

.students were identified: two blind studen

one with cerebral palsy, one with extensive leg braces,

one with one-handedness. However, none were presently en-

rolled in home economics classes at the 8th or,9th'grade

level, although all had been students in regular homeeco-'

nomics classes in the past. Therefore, the number of/phys-

ically disabled Students_in the final sample remained at

five.

Use of Teaching Modules

Participating teachers were asked to use, the learning

center modules in two or three day Segments (depending upon

the plan to which they were,assign0a.) in each of the four

weeks during April 1977. Use of the module-on this time

schedule was suggested for the following reasons:

1. A full month wauld,elapse between pretest and
potttest, the forms of which. were identical.

2. Teachers could use the modules without completely
disrupting the units they.had previously planned.

3. Students might react negatively to the use of
only one method of instruction for extended per-

eiods.
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Staff ;embers would have the opportunity to visit
all of the schools and. observe. students working
in the learning centers.

Basically this 'plan was followed by all of the teachers.

although Easter vacations caused. a few schools to 'extend the

last three day segment intwthe flVst week in May. All

pretests, posttests forms, and Atudent and teacher attitude

devides were returned by the 15th of May.

During April an appointment was arranOd by telephone

with each of the participating teachers. Two staffimembers,

visited each class to observe the Students working in the'

learning centers and to answer any questions the teachers

had concerning the materials or thq activities.

Participation of Teachers

One of the primary objectives:of the study was to pro-

vide assistance to home economics teachers who are involved

in meeting the needs of all students in mainstreamed

classes., ite'development of the learning center teaching

module for use by teachers and ,students in mainstreamed

classes was directed toward accomplishing this objective.

To help the participating teachers understand the de-

vel,opment of the learning. center teaching modules and how

these were to be used by the classes in the pilot study,

two seminars were held. and visits were made by two staff

members to each pilot school during; the time the study was

in progress.

On March 21, 1977, a one-day seminar was held on the

Iowa-State University campus for the home economics teacher

participants who had agreed to field test the proposed

teaching/learning strategies for Aainstreamed classes. (See

letter 6,'Appendix. A, and agenda 2, Appendix B.) The

V
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purposes of the seminar

total project, increase

ity to deal with mildly

1+2

were to present an overview of the

the teachers' willingness and abil-

disabled pupils, assess the atti-,

tudes -4 11"...111 .11 - - , and InZ Lruc

the teachers ii the use of the group learning center teach-

ing modules.

In the presentation of the overview of the project

the teachers were introduced to the purposes and scope of

the study including the contribution they and their classes

_would make. Details concerning the number of days of class-

time required, obsextvations by staff members, and possible

dates for a final seminar were discussed.

To provide the teachers with the bases from which the

learning center teaching modules for integrated classes

evolved, the morning session of the seminar centered on

the characteristics of th%e'three groups of learners: typi-

cal, mildly-mentally disabled, and mildly.physically dis)

abled students. Emphasis was given to the similarities and

differences of these three groups, and the implications

these characteristics have'in planning content and methods;

and in adapting the_environment for a mainstreamed clasp.

The discussion was considered important to include as

earlier in the study only three teachers indicated that

they had received help in preparing for the integration of

disabled students into.the regular home economics classroom.

Two stated that the special education resource teacher had

provided Assistance, and one had benefited from in-service

meetings provided by her school district.

The skills for living in today's society needed by all

students regardless of mental capabilities were'introduced.

,They served as the basis for discussing the contribution

home 'economics classes can make to the acquisition of



competencies related to these skills to be achieved by all

students during adolescence. In addition it was pointed

out that both the'area of study and the method of iristruc-

tion-can-contribute to this acquisition of compete/163.es.

(See Skills for Living in Appendix C.Y
.

The discussions on characteristics of learners and

skills for living were used to explain to the seminar par-

ticipants the bases for the development of group activity

learning centers: To'familiarize the teachers with the

concept of learning centers', the definition formulated ,for

studythis study the rationale for the use of these centers

in mainpt amed classes were presented. The bases for

dividing a class into groups to accomplish the aa4ivities
,

in learning centers were detailed: (See Learning Centers

in Appendix C.)

In the'afternoon Session of the first seminar the

teachers ,were divided into three groups and assigned,to

one of the'three grpup learning center teaching modules to

be field - tested. The participants were provided a'oppy

of Teaching Module for Learning Centers which contained

objectivesl_generalizations, and concepts.Common to ail

plans, and to the overview of the specific plan to which

each was assigned-. After-the teachers had an opportunity

to study the structure of the plan to which they were as-

signed, the student activities for the learning- centers

developed for each plan were examined. All illustrative

,
materials, student direction sheets, and other supplies

necessary to accomplish the activities in each learning

center in each plan were distributed to the appropiiate

teachers.'i (See Teaching Module for Learning Centers in

Appendix d.)
.

It was believed that teachers, personal attitudes



toward the disabled might have some effect upon their

willingness to work with disabled students having limited .

mental and physical abilities in a mainstreamed classroom.

Therefore, it was considered important.to asses's the at-

titudes of participating teachers toward disabled indi-

viduals. The-Attitude Toward Disabled. Persons Scale was,

administered at the conclusion:of the seminar.

During the month of April when teacheis were using

the learning center' teaching modules in their classrooms,

a visit was made to each class by two staff members. In

addition to observing the learning center modules in Use

in mainstreamed classes,,the staff members had an oppor-

tunity to discuss with the teacher her concerns and prob-

lems in. meeting the needs off' the disabled child:

On May 16.1 1977, an evaluation seminar was held on the

Idwa'State University campus for the teachers who had field

tested the learning center teaching 'modules for mainstreamed -3

classes. Eight'teachers and.six staff members attended.

4°' *(See letters 7 and 8, Appendix A, and agenda 3, Appendix B.)

The seminar permitted the teachers to share with each

other and the staff members their experiences and reactions

to the use of group activity learning centers. The dis.7

cessions were informally organized to perbit the teachers

to fully express their ideas and concerns. These discus-

siani were tape recorded and a S'ummary-of the teachers'

comments appea;win the findings.

53
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Dat Collection

Attitude toward disabled.Der ns

The Attitude Toward Disabled Persons Scale was admin-
istered at the conclusion of the seminar de-Siihdd to orient

participating teachers to the study. Thirteen teachers
responded to the device.

Achievement test

The achievement test was administered as a pretest

early in April before the students began working in the
learning centers. The pretest was administered to 11? stu-
dents in Plan 1, 89 students in Plan 2, and 45 students irr
Plan 3.

The same test was administered as posttest after the

students had completed the module. Completing the posttest

'were 112 students in Plaxt12_ 89 students in Plan 21 and 45
students in Plan 3.

0

Student and-teacher attitudinal instruments

After they had completed the module, the teachers and
students responded to the attitudinal devices. 'Data 'were
calected filom 109 studdnts and 5 teachers usinz-Pran

86 students and 6 teachers in Plan5-25 and 41 students and
3 .t.eachers in Plan 3. The number of students responding

to the different instruments in any one plan varied due to

student absences on the days the'instruments were admin-
istered. Three clasSeS including.39 students were dropped
from .the sample in Plan 3. Two classes experienced a con-

,

flict in scheduling after agreeing to participate and one

fi

class had the disabled students= withdrawn in 'the middle of
e semester.
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-Attitude "toWard_disabled persons

Data Analysis

The t1Wst step i scoring Form B of'the.Attitude Toward

Disab led Persorth: was change the signs of the positively

worded items (1,3,4,6, 2,13,22, and 26). An algebraic
sum of all the'4item scores was then obtained and the sign. 4
of the sum was .verseld from positiye to negative or' from

negative to itive. 'A constant of 90 was added to the.re-
.1,.

suiting sc eliminaienegetive values. A' teran score k

was,then computed for
.

the home economics teachers who 'par-

ticipated in the study. 4b

Achievement test
4

'posttests completed by a total-of 246;students pro-
.

vided'data for analysis. Responses .from the forme' were

transferred to IBM answer sleets for computer processEng

Standard error and an estimate of reliability using the

Kuder-Richardson formula 20 were,computed. )The quality of

individul items was assessed by an item analysis on data
N).

provided. Infozmation was.gathered concerning item dif-
.

ficulty, discriminating power, and effectiveness of dis-

tractors. The difficulty index indicated the percentage

of students answering an item correctly while the discrit-

ination index indicated the expnt to which high achieving

students answered correctly me often than low achieving

students. The distractor analysis determined how well each

distractor was functioning.

To test for dierenpes in cognitive achievement be-

tiiteen the slans, two -way analysis of 'variance procedures

were,used, linear model on which the analysis was ,

,!---.

baSed)tas: -. -

_
a s

5i,.
z

4
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= ai = = Em(d.J)

a = plan
p =class

= error

0
The level of statistical significance selected for. testing
was the..05 level.

Student and teacher attitudinal instruments

Mean 'scores were. Computed for the items on the stu-
dent and teacher attitudinal instruments.

To determine whether differences existed in student
attitudes-between the plans, analysis of variance grocedures

were utilized. ,The model on which these analyses Were

based is the same model used to test differences in, cog-
nitive achievement`. No attempt was made to analyze dif-
ferences in teacher attitudes betVeen the plans because
of the smalynEber of teachers who us ach plan.

4.5

4.
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Teacher Attitude Toward Disabled Persons
,#»

'The Attitude Toward Disabled Persons,, Form B, was ad-

ministered to 13 participating home economics teachers at

the first seminar. Data for 12 teaciefis Were used in the
2,*

analysis.= The possible range of 'scores for Form B was O.

to 180 with larger values indicating more positive atti-

tudes. Scores for the participating teachers ranged from

101 to 158 with a mean of 123.421 Yuker, Block, and Younng

(1966) reported a'mean score of 113.5 for a sample con-

sisting of 549 nondisabled female respondents. A compari-

son of the.mean score for the' home economics teachers with

the mean score reported by Yuker, Blockliand Younng indi-

cated that the, participating teachers had somewhat more

positive attitudes toward disabled persons..

Cognitive Achievement

The 19-item achievement test was administered as a

pretest prior to the use of the module, as a posttest

following the module. The mean score fo the 251 students-

completing the pretest was 11.25 (S. 3:06), while the 'mean

score for the 25 disabled students as-8.32.

Raw scores on the 19 item ost est ranged 'from 0 to 18.

The mean for the 246 posttest scores was 13.15 and the

standard deviation was 3.08. The mean score on the post-

test was 9.46 for the 24 disabled students. The ideal-aver-

age dr mean score for a test with selection -type items fall's

,midway between the expected chance score and the maximum

posSible score (Gronlund, 1976). Thereforethe ideal aver
age/41661.e for this test would be 12.- The lip score of
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.

1.15:is. plose to .this ideal mean` score.

Characteristics of tie instrument

4
Estimated reliability using the Kuder-Richardson form-

ula 20 was 0;68. The fact that the reliability coefficient

is slightly lower than would be desirable could be explained

partially by the length of the test. A longer test might

have resulted ins higher rel-iability coefficient butwould
have bees inappropiiate for the mentally disabled students.

Another factor relating to the low rei*ibility mighE'be the

number of students who got 9 or more items _,correct. Ap-

proximately 81% of the students received scores

More difficultiteMs on the test might have resulted in a

wider spre'ad of scolle.which in turn'would have increased

the reliability of the,test.

.TheCdiffJ*.culty index for 'each item is found in Table
3. Although the difficulty of ah item may range frOm 0.00

when all rebpondents answer incorrectly to 1.00-when all

respondents answer the item correctly; a range of 0.30 to

.0.70 ids usually considered desirable for a test item. Some

evaluators suggest a.diffiCulty index range of .20 to .80

as this is similar to a normal distribution.. ;Because this

test was designed fqr- mainstreaftd classe61the wider range

of .20'to.80 Was used toevaluatethe difficUlty leyel of ,

the items. An InSpection of the diffteulty -indexes for the

19 items on the .test shows that 13 items were in the ac-

ceptable .range. Onlyy-2 of the remaining 6't.tems had a

difficulty,index above 8.

--Aliitem has good discriminating.power if its.correla-

tion is between 0.20.and '0.4d, or if the standard deviation

is above 0;20-for an item with a discrimination index above
0.40. Eight of the items had correlations between 0.20 and
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Table Difficultyl'discrimination and distractor analysis 4
A of items on posttest

Item Difficulty Discrimination Distractor Analysis
No.

2

.5

6
7
8
9

10

li
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

index index 1/A 2/B. ,34C

0:r
0. 3
0.77
0.73
0.74.

0.71
0.70
o.83
0.81
0.28

o.w6
0.80
0.73
0.81
0;27,

0.63
0.81
0.61
0.57

0.46 , .

0.37
0.33

_.--- 0.45 1

,0.47

0.37
0.31
0.55
0.43
0.19

0.54,:-

0.53
o.

0.7
0.19

0.39
0.25
0.35
0:28

27,
3

187*
42'*

179*

39
52
lo
12
q

185*
48

1771'

45
122

150*
22

1 49*

20

213*
15
8

20
37

27
19
15
21
68*

18
194*
66

198*
65*

1

65
25
77

137*

4
226*
47
178*
27

161*
167*

9
200*
lr

.w

,, -
-
-

54

24
.,198*
18
85'

4/C. 5/E

- -

-
- -
- __

- -

- -

- -
204* 7

6 7
3 146

18. 17
- -
- -
- -

-

- _

- -

-
-

* = correct response.

- = no option provided.

0.40 asilehowninTable.3. A11-9 .teas with.corrO.ations

above 0,40 had standard deviations. above 0.26. The two re-

maining items had correlat* ns of 0.19;but_were considered

'to be discriminx4ng betwee sttdents.

The criterion often used to evaluate the effectiveness

of a' distractor is that it is chosen
/

by at least one student

out of 50.- -Therefore, distractorsyere considered to be

°functioning effectively if they were choien by at' least fiire



students. An snspecti

Table 3 indio ted, that fall distractor.4%are functioning'

in 16 of the items.

Acc ng to- Grunlund'(1976); if an item is discrim-

inati: in a positivejlirectionl-all'distractbrs are func-
tio2 effectively,_ aid no. defects are apparent, it can

considered satisfaqtory,from a techni9a1 standpoint.

-Therefore, the items On'the posttest generally were con-

sidered satisfactory.I.
-11

, .

.

Student 'itta.,tudas Toward Group Learning Centers

Mean sccres dIstandard.deviltionsomare computed for

all items on the Sti dent Attitude Instrument. For ease of

discussion, the items aregrouped into four areas! atti- "

tudes toward learning c ter matellials,,attitudes.toward

learning center activitie attitudes toward^workingin
1/4

groupp, and attitUdes tow content azea.

" Mean saohs for each i em could range from-I to 5,

with.1 indicating the most avorable response and 5,in-

dicating the most favorable renpse. "Mean scores ac ually

fe,ranged from 2.12 to 4.58. For p poses of this repo t

mean scores between 2 and:3 were considered as unfavorable,

scores between 3 and 4 were relooIl ed as favorable and

s cores of 4 were reported as very vorable.

Attitudes toward learning center materials

sAll three groups reported 4Forable or very_favrable

responses to item:61,reading' materials; item 15, visuals;

item,14., Activity sheets; item 13pdireotions; and item 16,-

-orgarqation of materials within the learning.centerS,(see.

Table 4). Item 11 concer4ing the.use of tapes in the

n of the distractor a.nalysia in

el



Table 4. ,Means and standard deviations student attitudes
toward learning center materials

Item Number Plan 1 Plan- 2 Plan 3
14 S.D. M 'S.D. M S.D.

6.- reading materials 3.36 1.29 3.97 1:08 3.67 1.14
11 - tapes -2.94 1.06 3.16 0.88 2.54 1.32
13 - separat-i-directions 3.48 1.51 3.501.56 3.46 1.31

- activity sheets .3.48 1.21 3.50 1.14 3.46 1.47
15 - visuals 3.90 1.11 4.08 1.07 3.37 1.41
16 - material organization 3.04 1.40 3.98 1.16 3.12 -1.42

21 - actiivity directions 3.09 1.28 3.79 1.20 3.15 1.31

learning centers was the eiception., Students using Plan 2

generally had favorable attitudes toward the use of tapes

in the learning centers while students in Plans 1 and 3 re-

ported Tightly unfavorable responses. During visits-to

schools and through discussions with participating teachers

it becaMe apparent that while most teachers allowed stu-

dents to use the tapes, as Joy had a need, two classes in

Plan 1 were required to_1,/sten to-the tape and two classes,

also in Plan 1, were not given the option of using-the
tapes. This difference in use of the" tapes may have in-

.

fluenced the students' attitudes.

Attitudes toward learning center. activities

Student'attitudes toward the learning center activities

were varied.. An inspection of, the m s ores in Table 5

indicated,thdt all three groups gene ally expressed favor-

able attitudes toward the activities which involved ?doing"
4

:



Table 5. Means and standard deviations student attitudes
toward learning center activities

Item Number Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3
M S.D. .M S.D. M S.D.

1 - activities boring 2.81,1.29 3.01 1.31 2.12 1.19
8 usei=of time 3.46 1.35 4:02 1.07 2:46 1.42
9 - teacher help 2.89 1.45 .3:60'1.26 2.80 1.25
10 - difficulty level 3.11 1.23 3.83 1.01 2.88 1.27
18 - "hands -on" 3.61 1.22 3:75 1.12 3.49 1.43
19 - amount of work 3.74 1%32 3.78 1.28 3.68 1.47
20 - work sheets 2.61 1.23 3.55 1.20 2.49 1.36

things with concrete items,,such as labels, hangtags, and
,real/food or clothing (item 18). The students in all three
plans tended to have unfavorable attitudes toward activ-
ities which involved filling out work sheets,(item 20).

Students'using Plans 1 and 2 consistently reported

favorablg,2r very favorable attitudes toward the ite con-

cerned with student use of time (item 8), amount of WO in
the learning centers (item 19)-and diffiCulty level of he
activities (item 10). Students using Plan 3 generally re-
ported uh.falorable responses indicating that they may haIie

waked time and the activities may have been too easy. Of
the four classes in Plan 3, three were composed of 9th grade
students!. The negative responses of students using Plan 3

might be an indipatian that the materials were more appro-

priate for 8th than for 9th grade students.

Students dsing*Plans 1 and 3, reported unfavorable at-
titudes to) the tir'st item indicating that the activities

4
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were boring, Students in Plan 2 were neutral with a mean.'

score. of 3.01. This difference in response, might be ex-

plained by the fact that students using Plans 1 and 3

worked-On' more activities than students in-rkan

though an attempt was made to provide variety, soid'of

activities may have been repetitious within Plans 1 and

Another possible explanation for the response might be

placement,And wording of the,iteM.

The mean score for item 9, concerning the length of

time the students waited for help from the teacher, may

also reflect the fact that students in Plans 1 and.3 worked

on mto. activities. Students using Plans 1 and 3 generally-

. reported unfavorable responses while those in Plan 2 re-

ported favorable responses.-

Attitudes toward working in piouo-s-

Students'in all three groups indicated favorable a:tti-

tudesoward group work, as shown in. Table 61 Howevek.it

appears'by their. responses to item '22 that they would have

preferred working with,different people. Students using

Plan 3 expressed less favorable attitudes on this item than

Table 6. Means and standard deflations student attitudes
toward working in gripps

Item NuMber Plan 1 Plan 2 3
M S.D. M- S.D.

.Plan
10L S.D.

2,- working small'grOups 3.92 1.16 3.80 1.19 3,50 1.29

3 - helping others 3.83 1.18N-3.56 0.92 3.83 0.96

5 participating ,ingrOup 11,46 0.87 4.13,1.01 4.86 1.03.

7 - receiving help 3.38 1.32 3.40 1.22 3.33 1.20

22 -- working other groups 3.07 1.51 3.00 1.49 2.56 1.48
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students in Plans 1 and 2. Several of the teachers com-

mented that some of the groups did not work well together

and that they would have switched group members had they-

not been participating-in the study..

Item 5, pertaining to participat on in the groups,

received very favorable responses from 11 three groups.

This would seem to confirm the original theory that small

group activity encourages student participation.

Attitudes toward content area

Attitudes concerning consumer information as a content

area ranged frot favorable to very favorable for all three

gToilpi (see Table 7). The need to study advertising, item

12, received the lowest mean scores but was still regarded

favorably.. The importance of using reliable consumer in-

formation, item 4, and the need to know about federal laws,

item 231 received the highest mean scores.

In spmmary, students in all three plans tended to ex-

press favorable attitudes toward the group learning centers.

Table 7. Means and standard deviations, student attitudes
toward content area

Item Number

4 - reliable consumer
information,

12 advertising

17 - sources of consumer
.info,rmation

23 - federal laws'

Plan 1
M S.D,

4.58 4.85

5.72 1%24

4.06 1.04

4.49 0.98

Plan Plan 1 -
M S.D. M S.D.

4.58 0:7It 4.36 0.95

3.64-.1.33 3.22 1.45

3.88 1.27 3.59 1.2

4.49 0.88 4-.17 1.02
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The very favorableresponsestoWard small group partici-

pation lends support to the use of small group activity

in mainstreamed classrooms.

Teacher Attitudes Toward Group Learning Centers

Means were computed for each item on the, device,

Teacher. Attitudes Toward Learning Centers. For ease of

discussion the items are grouped according to the follow-

ing dimensions: learning center strategy, 'group work,

learning center materials, content, implementation of

learning centers and provisions for thy disabled..

.1Attitudes toward the learning center strategy

The teachers:responded faVorably or very favorably

to the learning center strategy as shown by the means in

Table 8. They expressed favorable attitudes_ toward learn-

ing Centers as a means of teaching mainstreamed:classes

(item 19) and as.a way of freeing them to work with stu-

dents who needed help (item 1).

Table 8. Means and standard deviations teacher attitudes
toward the learning center strategy

Itein Number Mean S.D.

1 - free to help students 4.21 0.80

7 - use LC again 4.50 .0.65

11 - develop LC units 3.89. 0.89

18 - students enjoy 3.43 1.22

19 - consumer education 4.21 0.89

22 - rotation '3.21 1,12



As indicated by their responses to item 7, most of
the teachers agreed that they would use learning centers
again if materials were available. The mean response to
item 11 indicated somewhat less favorableattitudes toward
developing their own learning center materials. A possibleo
explanation for this less favorable response is that
teachers do not feel they have the'time to develop their
own learning center materials." Teachers generally agreed
that students enjoyed working in learning centers as shown
by the mean response to item 18. In addition, they some-
what agreed that activitiep were interesting to students

even when other'group's ha already comp ted the same
activities (Plan 1 or 3).

Attitudes toward, group work

Attitudes toward various facets_of group work dif-
fered (see Table 9). The teacher's responses to item 13
indicated that the nOndisabled students were more willing
to work with the disabled students as result of the ex-
perience. Their responses were,generalirnep*ve to item
14, indicating that one student usually dominated the
group. This may be an indication that although there was

Table 9. Means and standard deviations teacher attitudes
toward group work

'Item NUmbei. Mean S.D.

10 , work sheets 2.21 1.42
13 - working with disabled .3.21 1.36
14 - one student dominated 2.07 1.20
24 - working in groUps 3.57 .0.93
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interaction between the students wiehin the learning cen-

ters, one student took the leaderihip
,e
role most =of the

;eine, and this role did not rotate among all of the group

members. This situation might be avoided if the teacher -

emphasized changing group leaders or assigned diffeient

students to function as the leader on different days.

The responses of the teachers to item 24 indicated

that tiey did not believe thattudents learn more by doing

their own work than by working in groups. However, a neg-

.ative response to item 10 indicated that they believed all

students should fill out an individual work sheet wben_doing

group work. One implication of these responses might be

that requiring all students to fill out a work sheet would

insure the participation of all student's in the group /

learning activities.

Attitudes toward learning center materials

Very favorable responses were reported for items 29 and

32 pertaining to the visual materials and teacher direc-

tions (see Table 10). The teachers also reported very fav-

orable attitudes toward using the materials with future ,

classes (item 15).

Table 10. Means and standard deviations teacher attitude's
btaward learning center materials

Item Number Mean S.D.

- level of difficulty 2.79 i.31

15 - future use 4.57 0..64.

29 - visuals 4.64 , 0.4*

32 - teacher directions 4.61+ 16.49

/



The only negative response was to item 2, concerning

the appropriateness of the difficulty level of the ma-:

terials. Informal discussions h:various.teachers in-

dicated that some of the materials re too difficult for
i -

.,

some classes and too easy for others.T These comments sug-

gest that classes vary considerably amongschool districts;
.

and?that-for future classroom use eadh teacher might peed

to adapt the materials to suit her classes.
I

Attitudes toward content area

Extremely favorable responses.tG all items concerning

the content area were reported by the teachers'indicating

that teachers believe consumelkormation is an important

topic= to include in home economics. Mean scores foil the

items ranged from 4.93 to 5.00 (see Table-11). .r

.

Table 11. Means and standard-deviations teacher attitudes
toward content area .

Item Number Mean:. S.D.

--cohsuther infotmation

12 -. advertising

16 - federal laws.

26 - reliable information

5,00 o.dp
'4.93
4.93 o.26

-o.26

'Ns

Attitudes toward implementation of learfilng Centers

Very favorable responses were repiii;ted ft.r items* 51 23,

and 25 which concerned the teachers tkinvolyement in grpulf-

ing students, implementing the learning -Center strAegy,
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Table 12. Means and standard deviations teacher attitudes
toward implementation.of learning centers

Item Number . Klan S .D .

5 - grouping .

8 - 15ecoming familiar ;materials

17-- student materialS*:

23 - implementing Lq.

25 - style of teaching

27 ttte.-for module

30.- packet organization

31 - changing group

Ae 57
81. 43

3.21

4.50-

4.36-

2/21

N.28

-1.05

a.65-

1 31

.21 1.13

3.5cy 1.60 .

and fitting the prepared.materials lao their stylei

A teaching (tee Table 12). These favorable responses would

seem to indicate that legrning centeri.can be implemented

.inr,home economibs classes with little difficulty. .Item 8,

. _:,pert4ningto the amount of time the, teachers needed to

beco6 faiwfliar with the materia4s received a slightly

lower, but still'generally favCgable response. An obser-

.4.411 made' informally by the-teachersaay explain this,'

];ets favIrable response. _It recillii-ed extra time for the

tqadhers=to:become familiar with the materials because

they.had hot ,Oveltiped them personally.
&fr

Re*onses to item 17, concerning the ease with which

stiabntS:-found the materials in the packets, and item 30?

concerning EOVwell the materials were organized in the

packets, receiyea,favor,ple r.sponses.. The on4y unfaypr-

aBle responSe was to item 27, indicatinirthatthelier16

belted that a, two-day period'was too.long't6 ipend,oh'

I
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each objective. Individual responses to this item ranged

from 1 to04. Because tMmaterials.were developed for use

in classes whiCh ranged from 35,to 60 minutes in length,

some flexibility was planned into the activities. However,

;it appears that there were not sufficient learning acti

ities to fill thelohger class periodg.

-Attitudes-toward provisions for the disabled

Overall attitudes towatid pibvisions for the disab led

r were favora le to very favorable (seeTaiple 13). -Very

favorable r'sponses,were reported for item 21, the pr pared

low Yevel readihg materialsland item 28, concrete earning
,

experiences. Item 20 concerning the use of tapes received

,a-lower sole, but was still rega d favorablymf

Items 3, 41"! and. 9 pertained, ovisions 40kch were

inherent in the teaching strategy. indicated by the

mean for item 6, the'teachers,agreed that group,learning

centers encouraged peer tutoring. Item 3, indicating

wliethei" students seemed to .enjoy teaching each other,
ti

Table 13.. Means and standard deviations teacher attitudes
visions or e isa e

4*

6
Item Number Mean. SD.

3
6

9

20

21

28,_-____.:___.;- 0

- -teach -back

-. peer tutoring

'- lolisabled studen

- tapeS.,

- reading material9

- concrete learning materials

,v

3.64

4.21

Is3.79

3.64

'4.79

NLE-57

0.92

0:69

1.12

. 1.08

0.42

0.64

+I
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10.
received loier but still favorable responses. The fgvorable
responses toj.tem 9 indicated that the teachers believed
the disabled students-benefited from working in the lein-
ing centers.

' In summary, teacher attitudes were -positive toward

the use o? group learning centers was a teaching/learning

strategy for use'in mainstreamed-clasSes. 'Teachers agreed
that group learning centers-facilitated instruction for

mildly disabled studerr6S and typical. students ,working
. 4gether within a common classroom.

The teachers responses indicated that they believed
the use of group learning -centers freed them to011ostu-
'dents who needed help and encouraged peer tutoring among

students working in the cers.,-In.addition teachers-
.

agreed, that the strategy was an effectiveway to provt-e

hands-onactivities in a'nonlabotatory instructional area.

Partic1ating teachers indicated that they would use groUp

learning centers again,-, especially if materials werevail-
able.

Comparison of Plans'

One of the purposes of the study was to coppare the

differences betiMen the thAse strategies for using group
learnink centers. Therefore,.analySis'of

cedures were used to test-for significant.

variance prb-

differences be

Tcstudentlt-tween plans' in cognitive achievement and 1-

titudes:

Differences in' cognitive achievement
- . .

'" Differences tetWeen pretest scores and-pobttestscordsA,-

%,ieie- calculated for,all students. The average.differenbe
4.-

,. or, gain score was 1.90rir all participating studentsana

4

2



1.'14 for the disabled students. These difference scores

'indicated that learning took place as a result of the mod-

., ules for both typical and disabled, students.

The average difference score was 2:09 for Plan 1, 1.8- 1

for Plan 2, and 1.67 for Plan 3. Analysis of variance pro-

cedures were used to test whether statistical significant

differences/in cognitive achievement occurred between the
plans. The resulting F-ratio was .14/tridicating no signif-

icant differences ±n level of cognitive achievement. In
,

addition, no significant differences in cognitive achieve-,
-lent were found between the participating classes (F = 1.81),

an F of 1.96 was needed for significancet the .05 level,.
4

These statistically nonsignificant differences imply that

students in Plan 2 who did not work on aIgeneralizations
directly, but ,concluded some generalizatiotS thrbugh grow
_reports, learned as did the students in Plans 1 and 3 who

worked directly on mor e generalizations.

Differences in student.a
r
ttiusies

F-ratios resulting fi6 a two--way analysis of variance

using plan and class as sources of variance are presented

in-Table 14 The F-ratios in/the left column bf the table

are,,the overall, '- ratios 4rom the tWolvay analysis,9f

iance, hose in the middle column are the results of plan

ass a source of variance, and those in the right 'Column dre

the results of class as a source of variance-. The items

aregtouped into the- categories discussedearli4er:

:In& center materials, learning center activities; working

in groups 'and cbntenta.rea,
. 7To drermind if there were differences between,plans,

the F-ratios for plans were inspected To further interpret-*--'.

the sipificant-3-ratioi the 'means' in 'fables 4, 5, 6, and 7

V v
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Table 14., F-ratios fOi plmo. and class as related:tol
student attitudes*

Item Number F-ratioS

Overall PIat4 Cla'ss

Learning Center Materials

6 - reading Materialt. 3.05**

11 - 2.0;4'

13 - separate 'directions 2.,25'K

14 - activity sheets 1.20

.15 visuals 3.14*4

4.75**
RVt

--21 - activity directions 2.00*

5.54** 2.63** .

1..02 2.45**

1.92' 1.08

9.77** 2.03* ,..

13.98**' 3.22**

'6.58 ** 1.24,

Learning Center Activities

activites boring

- use of time

9 - teacher help

10 - difficulty level

18 - "haridi-on"

.19 - aMgiint of work

20 - work sheets

2 Working in

3.66**. -

2.61*4'

2.96**

1:73

1.59

1.80

Groups

wo'rking- small groups ,

-'helping'others

- particiAating in groups

7 - receiving help .

22 - working other woups

Significant at'P <0.05:
**

fiant P < 0.01.
I

1.52
1.27

2.25*

2.6344-

2.30*

.t

.

6.67**

1t.47**

3.16**

.96

3.73** 2.83**

2;34 1.62,

1.37 1:62,

.09 . 2.09*

.90 2.04*

3.64* 1..17

. .79 1.35

1.88 231*

.53 ' 2.98**

2.23*

3/4
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Table 14 (continued)

Item.Numberk F-ratios'

1,

Overall Plan Class

Content' -Area

.94

2.56

,1.81

1.19

1.80

5,.2.15.

2.23*

1.74

4 - RaliaUd consumer informa-
. -tion

12 - advertising

17 - sources of consumer.infor-
mation

23 - federal laws

i.67

2.21*

2.17*

,1.66

were examined. No attempt was made to interpret .dho sig-

'nif'icant F-ratios,T class as a source.of variance. The

primary reason for oking at class was to make sure that

sivificant overall F-ratios' Were really plan differenges

and not class differences.

Learnink center materials

Items concermed,w#h

. resulted in'significan't overall F-ratios were.item 6, low

level reading materials; item 11, use of tapes) item

separate direction sheets; item 15, visuals; item 16, or;
--..

ganization of taterials; and item al, ease of understand-,

ing_directions. -Plan Was a. significant source of variance

for all of the items mentioned above except,th4one.per-

taining to separate direction sheets. In every instance,.

means scores indicated students using Plan 2' expressed

bore positive attitudes than those in Plans 1 and 3.

#.9

Ife
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One possible. explanation for the differeixe in at-S

titudes toward the items related to organization of ma-
,

terials and ease of understanding directions maydhave been

that-students using Plan 2 completed feweil activities than

stUdent6 using Plans I and3, and therefore'had fewer ma-

terials to locate and fewer directions to read,and in-

terpret.

-;

The low level reading materials and visuals used in

the learning centers were identical in all plans. The more

positive attitudes by students in Plan N? may be explained

'by the fact that each group in Plan 2 used only a few of

theseiaterials, while in Plans 1 and 3 each gioup worked

with alith materials and visuals.

Although the teaching module direc#nSshadAsuggested

that the tapes be made available for use byithe stude

as they expressed a need, several teachers in Plan 1 indi-

cated that they required all.students to listen'to the

tapes. Several other classes in Plan 1 were'Xt given the

option of using the tapes. This may have re ted in the

significant difference instudent attitudest9 item 11.

Learning center *acticrities

Three of the five }gems pertaining to learning center

activities 4ignificant overall F-ratios. These

items related to whether the activities were'boring (item

1), whether the studenti wasted time (item 8), and whether

,they gaited too long'for,help.from the teacher (item 9) .

Inspection of the plans as'a'source of variance indicated'

that tha plans were a significant.Aupce of variance in the

. three items tested above. Students using Plan 2 reported

ignificantly more positive responses than students in

P s 1 and 3.
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The statistically significant differenceS between

plans on the items concerned with wasting time and waiting

too log for help from the teacher may have occurred for

several reasons. Because'groups in Plan 2 completed fewer

1 activities they may have needed less direction from the

teacherts than the groups in Plan.l and Plan 3. In addi-

tion, the largest classes, containing 24, 26, 22 students,

were assigned to Plan'l and required five, or six learning

centers. Because these teachers'had to divide their time

-between more centers it is possible these groups had

wait longer for assistance. The time spent waiting for

teacher direction may have seemed wasted to the students.

Some of the activities-in Plan i and Plan a inpluded
.

overlapping concepts and may have seemed repetitious and

thus boring to some of the students. T1is may account for

the significant difference between plans for item 1.--'

Working in groups

Significant overall F- ratios resulted for three of the

items related to working in groups. These items concerned

grOup participation (item 5), help received (item 7), and

preference for working with different people (item 22).

These significant overall differences were due to class

rather than plan as the source of variance. The only s

nificant F-ratio using plan as a source of variance 'was

for item 2, whether or not students liked working in.snall

groups. Students using` Plans 1 and 2 indicated more posi-

tive' responses than studentgvin Pland,3. The three classes

assigned,to Plan 3 which completed the pilot study were

all in the 9th grade. This may or may not have been a fac-

tor <in the significant difference between plans.

4
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content area

Twb of the four items assessing attitudes toward con-

tent resulted in significant overall F- ratios. These two

items concerned studying advertising*arid knowing sources of

consumer Information. Further investigation revealed that

there were no significant ,F- ratios for plan as a source of

variance. Class was a Dighiricant source of variance only

for the item pertaining to knowing sources of consumer in-

formation. Most ofthe responses to consumer infoxmation

as content area were quite positive.

'Inspection of the nF- ratios in Table,14 reveals sta-

tistically significant differences on student attitudes

'a, result.of the plan to which they were assigned. In al-

most every instance where there were significant differ-
s

Jandes, students in. Plan 2 expressed more favorable atti-

tudes than students in Plans1 and 3 as shown 'by mean

scores. In one instance students using Plans 1 and 2 ex-

pressed attitudes which were significantly more positive

than students in Plan 3.

Observatsions of MildlyPhysically, Disabled Students,,

Five-physically disabled students were Inclu e

final sample, of the study.. These students were nerved by

staff membersias they visited each claSs during the time

the teaching modules "were in use. The handicapping'condi-

-tlions included partial heariAg loss; visual. problems (not

total blindness) and mild palsy.

The staff observations and the ob8ervatioris of'the

teachers of these students in relation to the specific

handicapping condition4 are summarized below. Wheh par-

ticipating as a member of b. group in the learning center,

4,

e
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the student.with-
.

mild palsy:.

1. completed an individual wc4ksheet which required
only checking.

2. completed the evaluation devices without as-
sistance.

3. participated in all activities in the learn4ig_
center with peer assistance. .

visual problems:

1. listened to the tapes provided of the material
contained in the reference booklets.

2. participated in group discussions, as a member
of the group' read aloud from the Group Directions
packet.

3. completed-thyevaluati
`read aloud.

4. participated in the teach -back (Plan 2) as a mem-
ber of the learning center group.

partial hearing loss:

1 cfiead the booklets provided.

2. aad from an extra copy of the Group Directions
pa ket to follow the directions as these were
read aloud in the learning center.

3. contributed to group discussions.

4, used lip reading effectively in small group set-
tine;

teacher

5. heard more easily when. working closely with a
small number of 'students.

The provisions included in the module for students with
mild physical disabilities seemed to function as intended.

All teacher,s Teported that the support provided by

peers working with the' physically disabled students in the

group learning centers encouraged their active participa-

tion.

SO
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9Informn7 Teacher Observations and Suggestions

A seminar to further evaluate-the effectiveness of the

project was held following the field4testing of the learn-

irg termer teaching modules. Participating teachers were

encouraged to share their experiences and conclusions in

informidiScussions. The basic questions which. guided

these discussions including a summary of the most fre-

quently stated responses.ore given below.

1. Which statements made in the rationale for using
learning centers in mainstreamed classes proved to
be true with your class(es)?

- Socialization among students was increased.

- Good participation by all students, even those with
disabilities patticipated in group reports (Plan 2).

- None of the statements should be eliminated.

2. In the specific plan you used, what observations did
you'make regarding: grouping students, classroom
management, presentation of concepts by teacher,4and/or
other's in genef.al?

- Groupirg students:
,

- Learning centers do not function well with only
2 students or with more than 5 students.

- Disabled students should not all be in the same
group.

- Social preferences among students should be con-
-sidered in grouping.

- Leadership roles in groups were assumed by stu-
dents who were not expected" to do so.

4

k student with whom b. disabled child has worked
before should be included in his/her group.

- Classroom management:

Atterials in learning centers should be color
coded for easy identification.

- Materials should be placed.in boxes, not envelopes,
for easier storage.
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4

complete
4<;

should be taught in. one- complete gttion,
not. at intervals throUghou,t one month. ...'

- Group learning centers permit the teacher to ;
more quickly identify ttudents who need help.

- Concepts presented by teacher:.

- When presented at beginning of each'objective
(Plan 2) the concepts gave focus to the activ-
ities.

46.

- Too ,many concepts to present at one time (Plan
1); after first introduction by teacher a tape
should be provided covering the specifiC Concepts
pertinent to each learning center and should be.
placed in the center.

- In general: / s -
,

Group-repo-rts cteech-L-back-)---were`'eff ective, all
students participated.,..N

- Plan 2 provided more opportunity for teacher to
summartzle and/or correct. misconceptions.

.

- Tapes th booklet were very effottive; head
phones, if available, limit distraction to
other groups. ,

- More optional activities would be beneficial for
groups who functioned more quickly than others.

What types of activities included did yogi feel' were
most appropriate for learningcenters?

- Using "hands-on" materialaudiaz_flond_andcloth-
ing labels.

- Making posters.

Findtng examples of information available in Maga-
zines and newspapers.

What other home economics subject areas would be"ap-
propriate for learning centers?

- Metric system

- `Color (as in clothing or interior rdecoration)

- Interior decoration

- Certain pOrtions of child developtentunits

- Other areas of consumer edition
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What 'assistance do you receive froi the\resource
teacher (A) iri'your school?

A : ' There was no agreement among tieipants concern-
-- ing availability of help from resource teachers. ,.

ContribUtion of resource teachers varied consider-
1 ably from SchoOl t school.'

,

(..

_0

.

b. ..j.kw usable Were the. student- ev'aluation.devides4 ,

o
.., achievement test and attitudinal device?

,

attitude, - Reading aloud the student. titude deli...ice helped.
.itemb they did:not *iderstand could be .,e3c. .-. .

gained immediately. -:,

- Cal items in the stildent attitude:deviee should
have begn. -worded --.130.sitii.reiy. . BtudeAts had 'trouble
with the, negativAly, stated 'items. ''

. '
_, --_, .

, StudentS'Vere able to; use, the 5-point scale to
respond to the items on the 'attitudinal devices

-- Mentally disabled studentS-had probleMs with the
patchingjtems oti the'aohiOtrement'test.

-

=-,_ The thre6- option Multiple itemstems were appro-
. - .

priate.fer both the typidal;and the disabled stu-.
dents.. . ,

.
, , _ 1 .

,- Di d students needtd to have the test read to =

' 'the ;, 1 ./ , .,
. .

4%.
.- - ' to ,

, ,l

I

Ow-

,
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4

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS'
4

as teaching/learning strategy.Group learning centers

were effective when used in

study. As discusSed in. the

teamed classes in this

fin cognitive 0owthoc- .

durred,fOr both the tYpicai'and mildly teetally disabled
students. Alth6ugh the gain was not aqhreat for the men-.

tally disabled students7,it,was consistent with'tfteg.

learning_-rate. Because cogriiiivegrowth.took'd;iece among.

students in all threeplansl it appears th.agistudents in

Plan 2, who did not work directly on all geteralizations7

were able to conclude these geheraliations from the, gro\.ap.

reports (teach back).

Student attitudes toward the learning center strategy:

, were generally positive in all plans- HoweVerl those' who.

were assigned to Plan 2 expressed significantly more posi=

Live, attitudes., In all three plans the: students responded.,"

very favorably to perticipating.as a,meIber of ;", gr,Aup.

Participating teachers displayed positive.attltudes

toward the use of group learning eaters. Specifically,

teachers expressed very favorable attitudes tpwatd the

Socializatidn which occurred as.students mm,ked together.

as a gr up. to accompliska.common goal. In addition, peer

4044'

-whidh took.place in the learning centers was iv

viewed, as a poS.itive.attributp, of the strategy.,
. .

Asa result of this studyPothe following recermenda-
.-

tions are made for using group learning "centers

tieamed classes:

Provide additi
4

reinforcement i
This would acco
pleted the ac,ti

414

,>
4

1 activities for .enrichment and
an auxiliary learningpcentbr. :-

odate students Whose group.coni-.
ties in an.assigned learning

0oenter more quickly,than othergroups.'

.-4
I

4
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t,

2. Use thergroup learning 'center teaching module com-
.pletelyln.one time bloft_father.than,'in two day
.periodS over one month.

Place only one disabled student in a group learn-
ing center. Also, -if potsiblp, a classmate with
whom the disabled student had worked previously
should be,included. `An optimum:group size is 3
to 5 studentd.

Incl4de three optioi Multiple choice items but
eliminate matchipg,items when ,constructing eval-
uation devices',for use in mainstreamed 'lasses.
Use only po6itively stated items.wfien construct'

titudinal deVices for tAae-classes.

Deltelop teadhing'modules.for grouplearning cen-
ters in other subject matter.ereds.

Recommendations for future study and research include:
,A7* ' !+ 4

1. Design and test group reaming centers with activ =-
ities based upon different levels gf objective's--
within the same center (orrin different Oentexis
within the same classroom.

,

2. Develop low level readift materials for,use in
junior and senior high sc1ool classes in all areas

' of home economics. -

Comp ;re the effectiveness of group,,learning center
strategy with other teaching sirgtegies in main- -
stFeamed classrooms. '

. ,.,

, I' V

Study furthei the strategy' of Alan 3, addt Appears
to have'llitations as developed'and tested inthis
study. ,

.
,

,

Investigate tie obaracteridtics of typical students
which enable them to work coveiatively with a dis:-
abled s-eudent in a learning center- group.

.

Observe the interrelationship axed interaction be- , .,
green typical, and disabled students to study the ..

factors that,that encourage or hinder growth in docial
acceptanee.'. 44

.

A

_ *
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1.

IOWA. STATE 4 _____,
RSITY . r -. ,),

. *.,.

17.8

Letter 1

Special Education Director-
Lakeland AEA III
Cylinder; Iowa .5052ci

.; Dear Ms. Morrison:

A study is underway in the Home Economies Education Department, Iowa

State, University, to develop. teaching- learning strategies to be used
.-with, classes in home etonoticS that have integtagted-physiCally

mentally disabled students with regular Students a _the. present time.
We are needing to identify schoggls,_where clasSes,are mainstreamed at'
8th and/or 9th krade leirels, that we can contact to-seek assistance
'In field testing our materials.

)

We are soliciting your help in identifying potential pilot schools
in Area 3:. if You can provide the names of. the school dlptricts and
schools where such- organization exisVe we will contact ehe
tratOrs and teachers involved to gain their oration.

Department of
Homegconcrmies Eduoalion

166 LeBaron Hall
Anr. Hun 50011

Telephone .51S-294.6444

November 10, 1976,

610

.

,

Enclosed is a, form and return envelopelor your reply Ihich we would
appreciate receiving at your earliest conv4tience. If ye!. have any
questiod concerning pur resuest, please call me at 515-294=1214.

a
,

Thank you for making this contributionto the project.

Sinqerely,

ate-A1-&-.
eanore L. pah,lma

..Professdr

A iR

ELK/ds

z

Enclosurer (2)

o

P,
1
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abetter 1 enclpture

fi.
,

ft,
,

, ..
.

,

.Schools within systems in Area where phyiically,and4 mentrly disabled
students at 8fh andior49a grades are mainstreamed in home economics daises.

. -

N

(Check as appropriate)
PHYSICALLY MENTALLY

SCHOOL SCHOOL D TRICT DISABLED -DISABLED BOTH

. '

,,
ti
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Letter 2

V

With federal legislation now mandating that,pbb,lic schools integrate students with
mental and/or physicalabilNities into regular classes, 'there is greater awareness
of the profi-lems encounterkd by 'teachet's in effectively jnstructing pupils wit -a wide
range of atil ities the' rare -classmoz. --A-study is underway in th.e Home\Fionontics,
Education Department, Iowa State University, to develop teaching -lgarning stYategies
to be ,used with classes in ,horge economics that have 'integrated mildly physlically and/or
mentally;disabied students with regular, students. The Special Education Division
.of ,your Area Education Agency has inforied us-4tiliat your school has homi. economics
-classes that are so mainstreamed at ihe ,8th and/or 9th grade level. ..

We are soliciting your possible cooperation and the active, participation of your home
. economics teacher to assist in field testing, the materials, we are develqing. The

.imilementatien of the developed teaching-learning strategies in 8th andiar 9th grade
classes would cover a period of approximately two weeks sometime in March and/or
April. ,In additions as orientation to.the project and' in preparation for use of
these materials, we would like your home economics teacher' to attend a one day seminar,
the date to be determined later at" the convenience of the majority of participating
teachers. . . .

f

If you are willing to be considered as'one,of the pilot schools_ to ass% us, would
you please fill clot and return'the enclo§ed postcard and give the remainder of the
enclosesi.materials to the home economics teacher-for her to complete and return. If
you are ,not willing fo.participate,.just place all of the materials in *be enclbsed
envelope and return thein to us. We would appreciate yout reply at your earliest

any-If you have any queitions 'concerning our request, `please call me at
515/294-1234.

.4*

.once we have received all, ge., returnS, we will select those schools most nearly meeting
our criteria for participation. We will let you know whether or not your school has
been selected "as -soon as passible. Thant you for, your Fonsideration. We hope to' love
the 2pportunity to work with your studeilts and home economics teacher;
"`.

Sincerelyf r..

Decoment of
Mimi Economics Education 11.

166 LtBaron Hall
Ames. lowa i0011

Telephone 515-294-6444

4.

El eanorel L. Koh mann'
Profess°

Enc.

4

Ii
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'Letter 2,- enclosure

.k

January 7, 1977

I am (01 not) willing for the homeieconomic'S
c ?asses to be involved in fie4 testing the
teaching/le:aiming strategiesfor Mainstreamed
classes.

I have (have not) given the enclosed materials
to Miss/Mrs. ' (home economics
'teacher) .for herxesponse.

4

13/41tricipal

9

Alb

O.



Date: January.7, 1977

'To: Home Economics Teacher /

From: Dr. Eleanore L. Kohlmann, Professor
Home Economics-Education Department
Iowa State University .

diw'11444

We are asking your principal t6 give you this memorandum and response form which we
included in a letter of introduction to him, as we do not have available the names
Of home economics,teapers-to contact yob personally.

An increasing umber of home economics teachers are assuming the responsibility for

providing mean gful, effective instruction for students ofwide variance of

abilities w$thi the same class situation. The Special Education. Division of your
Area Educatioh Agency gave us the name of your school as one in which Mildly 'mentally
and/or physically disabled youth were integrate4 with students in the regular classes

of home ecohomics. Because of your situation, 4.are soliciting your possible
cooperation in `field testing some instructional Materials that are. being developed
to assist teachers with the, problems of meeting,itiOvidual differOnces in a main-,

. streamed-class situation.

We are'expecting go have the experimental-materials available for your use around
the 'Middle of Mardi. They will involve an asOct,Of study in an area that you
indicate to ussyou plan to be teaching during the 'latter part of the spring semester.
Our experimental work is nOt so innovative,in content as in instructional strategy.

82

Letter.3,

As preparation for testing the materials with' your_Dthand/or 9th grade classes, we
would like for you to attend a one-day seminar at some central location in the '

state in early March. Your travel expenses for the meeting will beTeimbursed-

If your principal is willing for.you-to work with us and you top, are-willing to

assist us with the pilot testing we would appreciate.having you supply us with
certain information we need to complete.our planning, We will summarize the
.information on the returned completed forms and make a final selection of pilot

schools. Youlaill be notified very shortly whether or not we will be able to work
with you as we anticipate;there may be some situations too different from the
others to,make them feasible for us to ursue our efforts.

We will be anxious to receive your Complete form within the next week and look
forward to possibly working with you and your students on problems*of concern to

all of Us. If you have any questions concerning our request, please oall me at

515/294 -1234. * 4

IL
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Letter 3 enclosure

To be completed by the home economics teacher:

SCHOOL

T N

I.S.U:, H.Ed.
1/7/77

OM CONOMICS TEACHER

PONE number where yOu, can be conveniently reached

test time to call you

Mainstreamed classes: (containing both lar.students and mentally and/or
physically disabled students)

3th Grade

9th Grade

Class .

Period Time
No. of
Boys

Pupils

Girls
,No.-of Handicapped
Mentally . Physically

P
,

,
,

,

., .

.

.

.

Units tentatively scheduled to be taught during March and April:

8th Grade

9th Grade

8th Grade,

9th Gride

MARCH.
Week I -2 . 3

4

,

1

.

A APRIL .

Week 1 2 3 4
,-.

...

. .
..

.
.

When Would it be most convenient for you to participate in a seminar? Mark your preference:

School day Saturday
If during pie week, indicate which day(s):

. .

H ve A had help in preparing for the integration of handicapped (men -tally and/or
p sically) students into your regular class situation: no .yes - _.,, ,

In-service course work In-service provided by school district or Area Ed.Agency " Resource person Other

94
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Letter I+

IOWA STATE

0

Department of
Home Economics Education

166 LeBaron Hall
Ames, Iowa 50011

UNIVERSITY Telephone 515 -294 -6444

We are very pleased thatyou have indicated willingne to participate in the field
testing of the instructional materials developed for us in classes integrating
mildly mentally and/or physically disabled youth in the regular home economics
classroom. The instructional materials are nonearing completion and we are pro-
ceedinwith plans for their trial use.

Ks you will recall we "asked in _the. initial letter whether you could attend as one -
day seminar prior to the onset of field testng., At this time the use of the
materials will be explained'and you will have antopportunity to clarify any
questions ybp might have. We have` tentatively set Monday, March 21, as the Ate
for the seminar which will be held here at Iowa State,.. Some of you may need to
arrive on campus Sunday evening because of dr4ving distahce. Please mark this date
on your calendar, and you will be receiving more detailed information concerning
time and location later.

.-

If you would verify on the enclosed postcard the information you sent us earlier on
the response form, we can be sure we have prepared an adequate amount of illustrative
materials for each school. Wof would appreciate having the card returned at your
earliest conveniences

Webare looking forward to working with you And your students.

Sincerely, z

Eleanore L.\Kohlmann
Professor

ELOmm

'Enclosure



-SCHOOL

CLASS

TIME

Letter 4 - enclosure,

rr

TOTAL NO. OF STUDENTS

110..6F:WP DISABLED STUDENTS'

.AREA/kPRIL

signed:

e

Jt
.

o

`-

A

a

4

4..



IOWA STATE
UNIVERSITY

March 8, 1977

87

Letter 6
Department of

Home Economics Education
166 LeBaron Hall

Ames. 10%6 COM I

Telephone 515-294-6444

The mainstreaming seminar for teachers who are field testing the teaching/learning
strategies foe classes integrating students with mental and/or physical disabilities__

Atbe held on Monday,. March 21 on the Iowa State Universitycampus. We will begin
At 9:30 a.m. in Room 8 of Carver Hail, and plan to conclude promptly at 3:30 p.m.
Luncheon reservations have been made for the group at the Cardinal Room in the Union.

For yOur convenience we suggest you leaveyour car in the parking ramp at the
Memorial:Union, end walk to Carver Hall which is quite close. Both locations are
marked with an X on the enclosed map. Reimbursement forms will be filled out before
you leave on Monday, so will you please record your mileage driving to Ames, which
wewill double to obtain your total mileage.

If you have more than aftwo hour drive to reach Ames, we would be happy to reserve
a room at the Union for Sunday night, March 20( if it would be more convenient,for
you. We hope you would not mind sharing a double room with twin beds. Just return
the enclosed postcard as soon as, possible, and we.will confirm a reservation fqr you.

We are looking.forward to working with you, and hope you have a pleasant trig to
Ames.

Very Truly' Yours,
A

4r/t4/4,44.1--

Barbara Rougvie
Instructor
Mainstreaming

BR:ffin

Enclosures

-0(



IOWA STATE
UNIVERSITY

March 8, 1977

87

Lotter 6
Department of

Home Economics Education
166 LeBaron Hall

Ames. Iowa C0011

Telephone 515-2946444

The mainstreaming seminar for teachers who are field testing the teaching/learning
strategies for classes integrating students with mental and/or physical disabilities_ .

ill be held on Monday, March 21 on the Iowa State University.campus. We will begin
at 9:30 a.m. in Room 8 of Carver Hall, and plan to conclude promptly at 3:30 p.m.
Luncheon reservations have been made for the group at the Cardinal Room in the Union.

For yOur convenience we suggest you leaveyour car in the parking ramp at the
Memorial:Union, end walk to Carver Hall which is quite close. Both locations are
marked with an X on the enclosed map. Reimbursement forms will be filled out before
yoa leave on Monday, so will you please record your mileage driving to Ames, which
we.will double to obtain your total mileage.

If you have more than a$two hour drive to reach Ames, we would be happy to reserve
a room at the Union for Sunday night, March 20, if it would be more convenient, for
you. We hope you would not mind sharing a double room with twin beds. Just return
the enclosed postcard as soon as, possible, and we.will confirm a reservation fqr you.

We are looking.forward to working with you, and hope you have a pleasant tip to
Ames.

Very Truly! Yours,

4,,,t II et-e

Barbara Rougvie
Instructor
Mainstreaming

BR:trip

Enclosures

.1
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Letter 7

IOWA STATEN

.Department of
Home Econoillics'queution

166 LeBaron Halt
Ames. lAa 50411

S _

UNIVERSITY
April 26, 1977-

Telephone 50.294-644

Those of us here at Iowa State working on the Mainstreaming Project have enjoyed so
much"our visits during the past month.to the schools participating in the study. As
all of us have taught in classroom similar-to those we have visited, our discussions
while driving back to Ames have been lively.and full of memories!

Enclosed are the student post-tests to be given at the end of the unit. The last
question again_wT11 utilize' the five mounted advertisemepts we sent you earlier with
the pre -tests .0 fn addition, next week you will receive student tnd teacher evaluation
forms as we would appreciate your reactions and comments to using the learning Centers. Ate
These will not be long, nor difficult to fill out.

40°

After much discussion it has_been decided to hold the final seminar here in Ames on
Monday, May 16, from 9:30 am. to 3:00 p.m. We realize thisAs a busy month for all
of you, but we would greatly appreciate having the group together to evalu4te and
compare experiences in the use of the different learning center plans, and so that we
may profit from the suggestions you are so ably prepared to give as the result of-the -
teaching 9 u have done iniintegrated classes. If yod would please fill out and return
the enclosed postcard at your earliest convenience, we will make the arrangements
according y. Your expenses will of course be reimbursed as before. A final confirming
letter with full agenda should reach you during the second week in May.

We are looking forward to seeing you here in Ames on May 16th! Pleate, if you 'have
any questions, do Call.

Very Truly Yours,

iget4-1.14.4t

'Barbara Rougvie

Instructor .

Mainstreaming 0

Enclosures
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tetter 8

WA STATE

Department of
Home Economics Edueatnin

*56 LeBaron Hall
Ames, Icfv..t 5001 I

May 10,. 1977 ) v

i)

Enclose0 is the agenda for thekinal Mainstreaming.$eminar, May
like to suggest that you bring with you the prbject materials in
which wereipistributed during the first,seminar.

your reactions to and experiences in the use of the learning cen
'-and we hope to gain many valuable suggestions.

Telephork 51C-2944434

16, 1977. -i4e would

the blue folders

ters are important,

for thisThank you for your cooperation and the,,time you have given so Willingly
project.

See you on May 16th!

Very Truly Yours,

-

Barbara Rqugvie

Instructor
MaipStreaming

Enclosure'

44

f
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IOWA STATE

Lettdr.

Department of
Home Economics Education

166 LeBaron Hall
Ames. lows 5001 I

UNIVERSITY -

April 293 1977

Telephone S15-294-6444
'4

We have enjoyed visiting your classes'and observing your students in the learning
centers. Now we would appreciate their reactions to the learning center experiences.

Enclosed you will find one Student Assessment for each of your sttdents. Explain
the five-point rating scale in a way you think your class will understand, as many
probably have never responded to this type of assessment. Have your students
follow along as you read each statement aloud. Please allow time for them to mark
their responses after each statement. This will enable you to explain ihy items
they do not understand and to answer any questions they may have. The Teacher.
Assessment is also included for you to complete.

Code the students' papers as you did for the pre- and post-tests. Return all of
the completed assessments in the envelope provided. We appreciate your cooperation.

Sincerely, ,

/L.4?

Jer'elyn B. Schultz

Assistant Professor

, .

udy Davtsson
Graduate Asslsta

Enclosures
-4

4 4
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APPENDIX B. AGENDA FOR MEETINGS

10
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Agenda 1.
SepteMber 28, 1976.

ADVISORY COMMIlibb MEET1dg

Mainstreaming in Home Economics

AGENDA

Introduction of staff-members:

Judith (Judy) Davisson
Eleanore L. Kohlmann
Judith Purdum

Introduction of Advisory Committee members:

Barbara Rougvie
Jerelyn Schultz
Susan Wilder

-

Deone Bachellor . . . . . Area Education Agency
Merry Maitre . . . Special Education, DPI .

Jacquelyn Yep BEtension'Specialist (Physical Handicapped)
Grace Young University Hospital School'' .

Dorothy Brawn. Career Education, DPI (Eft Officio)

Presentation of the Agendg

Objectives and procedures as stated for the project . . Barbara Rougvie

Working definitions Susan Wilder . t-

Plan of work as shown by flow chart . . Judy Davi.sson

Presentation and validation of characteristics of the typical, mentally
handicapped, and physically handicapped students

Identifying schools with mainstreaming in home economics of both mentally
and physically handicapped students

.4 4 to visit for observation purposes

. . to become involved as pilot schools:in the study

10

.
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Carver Mall - Room 8
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Agenda 2

MAINSTREAMING SEMINAR

Agenda

Introduction of staff members

Introduction of participating teachers

Presentation of Agenda

9:30-11nO 4

- March 21, 1977

Iowa State University

Overview Of mainstreaming project B. Rougvie'

Characteristics of learners Judy Daviss9n
Implications for home economics teachers

Skills for living Susan Wilder

Learning centers Judith Saleh

Evaluation Jerelyn-Schultz
Assignment of teaChing modules B. Rougvie

11:45-1:15 Lunch
Cardinal Room, Memorial Union

1:30-2:50
Room 101 - McKay - Plan 1
Room 106 - McKay Plan 2
Room 164 LeBaro - Plan ,3

3:00-3:30
Room 164 -.LeBaron

Teacher assessment scale
Reimbursement sheets
Coffee and adjoUrn:
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Agenda 3

Mainstreaming Seminar

16 *1977

.LeBaron Hall, Room 164 State University

Overview

PreiEng-tion of Agenda

9:30 -'10:45

Are learning centers an effective teaching/ arning 1

strategy for mainstreamed classes?

10:45 - 11:30 Teaching Module

Plans I, II, III -,How did they function?

Agenda

5

Rationale for Leernin Cente

11:30 - 1:15 Lunch, Tea Room, MacKay Hall

1 :15 - 2:30

2:30 - 3:.00

Mainstreamed Classes

What recommendations can b made for further study,?

Curriculum - -- teaching /learning strategies - - -c ssroom managemeot

Evaluation Devices

How usable were the tests and reaction devices for these

classes?

3:00 Coffee
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Mainstreaming Seminar
ProjeCt-400-27-06
3/21/77 -

5-
.

CHARACTEKSTICS OF 4TH, 3TH GRADE 'STUDENTS

A. Alfgrimps of 8th and 9th grade students

B.. Typical student

C. Student with mental disabilities

D. Physically disabled student

E. Commonalities among' typiLl and physically disabled students

P. Commonalities among typical and mentally disabled students

G. Common&lities among mentally and physically disabled students

i

A
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A. CHARACTERISTICS tOUND IN ALL GROUPS OF 8111 AND 9TH
`CRUIESTUDENTS

Certain.characeristics are
and 9th graders as a group.
may show wide variations in
characteristic.

generally true:df 8th"
Individually,shidents.

relation to any one
-

Conforms to peer standards and behavior.

,

Emulates, behavior of older or prestigious models.
.

.

Is easily influenced -,,or swayed by ideas, beliefs, and
4 tastes of others. A

Tends-to be intdlerant and critical of self awl others,
exaggerates imperfections.

Tests hics/her control and influence over others, sometimes
cruelly.

Enjoys group activity and friendships, tending to form
somewhat exclusive groups.

Is very Aensitiv'to criticism, rejection, inadequacies,
and failure: unsure of self.

.

Is establishing own identity and independence.

Displays behaviors that are erratic and unpredictable;
tends tb go to extremes.

May spend much time "daydreaming."

Is competitive and highly motivated by tangible reward
.and/or praise.

Is concerned about sexuality and reproduction .a d his/her
own masculinity or feminimity.

May worry about concerns over which he/she has little or
no control.

Alternates between extremes of energy and fatigue.

_Tends to*hzve poor posture and clumsy, awkward movements.

May voice a wide variety of physical complaints.
,

May be careless and negligent about nutrition, rest, and
health practices.

108
Olf
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Is active,'

Is subject
control.'

98

4

noisy,. and boisterous.
, -

to wide.mdod variations and laCk S M otional,-11

Is highly self conscious and fetls himself/hetse
. be "on display."'

May be ,preoccupied with his/her own appearance

Needs to feel included.

Engages in incidental learning.

Tess.

Places high priority upon status and approval. from peers.

CHARACTERISTICS -FOUND IN THE TYPICAL STUDENT

There were no characteristics fo f ..only in the
,typical student which Ne4e:pot sh- ed by the.
physically and /or mentally disabled student.

. -

C.' CHARACTERISTICS FOUtb IN STUDENTS WITH MILD MENTAL.
DISABILITIES,

:

As was true for 8th an dl9th grade students as
individuals, 8th and 9th grade mentally disabled
students exhibit wide variations from individual
to individual. However, the following character-
istics are More likely to be found in the
mentally disabled as a group than in the general
population.

Has learning curve similar.b4t much slower than the
norrni child.

Lags behind. .classiates 1-1/2 to 3 years in basic skips.

Develops at 1/2 - 3/4 'the rate .of the average Child.
0

Performs, better inorlit than written testing situations. .

Is limited.in generalizing.ability.

TransArs concrete 'earnings, with help.
4

Retains knowledge that has been overlearned.
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PosSess

.

Has 1 ability.'to use powerof concentration for
(14s,of time.

Is primarily /concerned with the "here arid now."

99

ted powers of-*seli-evaluation.

0* Lacks innerimotition; is outer motivated.

Is limited in judgement and decision making ability.

1:1 O

4

Does not find repetitious or monotonous tasks distasteful.

D. CHARACTERISTICS FOUND IN STUDENTS WITH PHYSIQK DISABILITIES
A -

Wide individual variations tare found in'the'r
physically disabled. As a group, however, they
are likely to,exhibit.the following characteristics.

Has personal appearance that may indicate some physical
limitation.

Feels 'rejected by peers when-judged,by physical appearance.

May or may not accept own disability, and possible
appearance, as permanent.

May be overly rejecting or overly demanding of help from
others-. ,

Has difficulty in establishing himself/herself as an adult,
difficult to attain' society's "signs of maturity":
..:marriage-parenthood .

..:economic independence

...independent living

May be stronger or weaker physically than he/she appears
to bet:

E. COMMONALITIES AMONG TYPICAL AND PHYSICALLY,DISABLED
STUDENTS

Is developing a sense of social consciousness; may strongly
espouse a 'cause'.

*May be very persistent in learning skills.

r`
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C.-an conceptualize and reason abstractly and can use abstract
rules and generalizations to solve problems.

Is capable of considering various ways of solving a problem,
can examine the probable consequence's of possible A

alternative, and can take resPcnsibility fpr the outcOmesl*
of hisddecisions.

Delights in own discovery of truths and inconsistencies.
..

May be acutelysevitive to iAjustice and to right or wrong.

Tends to view right or wrong as absolutes.

Is within the "normal" rangelof intellectual ability.

F. COMMONALITIES AMONG TYPICAL AND MILDLY MENTALLY DISABLED
STUDENTS

IlAy not be physidally as strong as he/she may appear to be.

Normal physical appearance with wide variations.

G. COMMONALI46ES AMONG MILDLY MENTALLY DISABLED AND PHYSICALLY
DISABLED STUDENTS

May lag behind normal children in motor development (both
_gross and fine).

Has loW tolerance for frustration.

May withdraw from activity in classroom, ox may exhibit
aggressive behavior.

Lacks self-confidence.

t

May be lagging in social development.

May become passive - resistive by refusing'to participate
actively within the class, and then may engage in
surreptitious disruptive behavior.

Can become an obtrusive, behaviorproblem whose acting out,
hyperactivity and extreme distractibility disrupt the
activities of the rest of the class.

May have a poor self image.

111
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Learning Centers

Mainsa-earning Seminar
Project 400-27-06
3/21/77 .

Definition of Learning Center:

Home economics' learnihg Centers are teaching-learning environ-
ments established either within or oitside the classroom for
.the purpose of assisting small groups of learners, working

0 either individually or as a group, to achieve one or more
t-14 specified educational objectives. Each center contains the

necessary instructional aids to be used in the accomplishment
of the objective(s).'

, . Rationale for use df learning Centers with home economics
'classes to facilitate effective instruction for students of a
range of intellectual abilities in a mainstreamed class,

. situation._

Learning centers (as a teaChing/leaining strategy) within home
, .economics:

r
1. EncoUrage all stuants to develop social skills

through small group interaction. , fb"

2.
. )3?

Encourage involvement of all students. Mentally
.,disabled students are much more likely to participate
actively in small groups thanin large groups.

Provide opportunity for individualized instruction to.
- meet'the eddcational needs and goals of all students

through gropp rather than independent study. Rein-.
forcement dr eerichment activities can be offered as
needed. - 7

,14

4. Free the teacher during' the class period to _give
personalized help to students as needed..

5. Provide opportunity for tutorial help as needed, '

either by peers, resource-teachers,, or para professionals.

ti

Encourage the teacher to provide meaningful ."hands on"
activities fbr areas that may be primarily academic in
nature.

7. Help the non-disabled student gain greater 'appreciation
for the disabled individual as a person with needs and-
differing abilities, as they work closely together to
accomplish a common objective.

1114
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8. .Contribute to the =acquisition of skills "*(:)r liv,

ing competencies of communicating ideas, verbally
and nonverbally, respecting and getting along
with people with whom one works and livqs, and
,accepting oneself as a worthy individual.

1

Modei:
(function)

r

r



TOTAL

,CLAbk

ACTIv1TY

5

Plan-I, (flow chart)

TOUT., -1

CLASS:

ACTIVITY

GROUP OR

INDIVIDUAL-

SHARING

WITH TOTAL

CLASS

TOTAL CLASS

FORMULATION OF

GENERALIZATIONS

AND/OR.,

SUMMOIZATION

qo

TOTAL CLASS

FORMULATION OF

GENERALIZATIONS

AND/OR .

'SUMMARIZATION

V
Learning centers - diviaing'classes into groups:

1. Size of groups: mum 3 students
mum 5 students

-t%

.s. the number of learning ee'nters within the
classroom would depend upon the size of the class.

Students would be /letlarageneously gr ouped
academic ability so slow ldarners are 'hot isolated.

3. The teacher should consider studen t pre'erences
among classmates within the classroom.

3'
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SKILLS FOR LIVING

t

I

1

MainstreAming Seminar,
Project 400-27-06
.3/21/77

Adulthood Early Adolescence

4 #
1. Maintain a state bf physical and a. Apply principles $5f nutritionnwthe

psychological well being. selection of food consumed
b. Follow sanitary procedures -andllhfety

practices-in the environment
) c. Accept responsibility for estabIishing

regular routines that contribute to a
healthy 'body

d. Be aware of health serviceslavailable to
a teen-agei ,

1 i-2

* . .

2. Identify personal values. and philosophy a.'Clarify personal values to _guide behavioi 9
o
`

-
', and make choices 4

b. rdentify short and -long term goals'
.

3. Develop one's own potential

1.1

Respect,and get along people with'
whom one workg and lives

I

a. Adeept self ,as a worthy individual
b. Accept one's lawn femininity or masculinity
c. Reeogtize one's strengths and weaknesses
d,- Develop an awareness of. the significance'

of contin oug self-improvement

a. Be 'aware o the interdependence of youth
and parents dr guardians

b.,Comprehend qualities needed for living
effectively with family members and others
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SKILLS {Continued}

5. Use knowledge and acquire attitudes
bAsic to a satisfying family life

6. Communicate ideas, verbally and non-
verbally

Seledt.and participate in leisure time
activities that provide self-
satisfaction

'467,s
8. Apprecia e culture and beauty in

various f

Earh a living

10. Manage one's money and other resources

11. Use skills of critical thinking in
examining and using information and in
problem-solving

12. Adjust to changes in personal life,
family life, ,and society

119

a. Comprehend what
family life

b. Realize there a
families-and ye

a. Communicate idea

2-

contributes to a satisfying

commonalities among
each family is unique

verbally and non-ver 1).y

a. Explore and beco involved in a variety of.
leisUre time act ities

a. Be willing to tal e advantage of opportunities
to explore beauty and culture in a variety .

of forms

a. Explore the'satisfactions of earning money
b.Comprehend t0 reciprocal responsibilities

of the emplo er and employee o
Explore poss ble directions of career choice -Q

a ,Be aware of ersonal resources in addition
to money

b. Develop skil in relation to management
of money, _t e and energy

a. Identify alt rnative solutions to problems
and recogniz possible outcomes of each
solution

b. Accept the consequences of their decisions
c. Decide when information is reliable

a. Recognize thr t change is part of life' 4
b. Realize that continuingieducation throughout

the life tim is a way of coping with change

120



SKILLS (Continued) 3

13. Adjust to*forces of nature and
understand the physical environment

a. Realize that man is subject to the forces
of nature

b. Realize thp lrnitatiOns of resources in our
physical,envifonmentltand personal obligation
for conservation 0

co
0

14. Accept civic responsibility as a a. Accept the necessity for laws and law
participating member cif,the community, enforcement -

state, and nation b. Use community facilities with care
c. Accept the responsibility for being a

contributing member of-_school and/or
community activities

'6
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I MainetreamiAgSeminar
-Project 400-27-06
3/21/77

Teaching Module for Learning Centers,

Theme: :he consumer hid' a ,right,to know.

Level: 8th or 9th grade mainstreamed home economics classes

Objectives and possible generalizations:

Objective A: The student will be better able to identity
sources of consumer information

A
possible

generalizations: 1) Labels, hang-tagsouser
pamphlets6pand packagipg of
products visually provide
consumer information.

2) Current consumer information
maybe found in articles and
advertisements in magazines
and newspapers.

3) GOvernment agencies, business
and-profeshional groups,-and
private non-profit organizations
are all possible sources of
consumer information. A

Objective B: The,student will be better able to analyze
consumer information lor completeness and

/ ,reliability.

possible
generalizations: 1) Reliable consumer Information

is true and unbiased.

0

r

2) Sources of consumer information
vary in the completeness of
information ey provide.

3)* Because man facareswani to
-see their oduct(s)., their
advertising may be biased.

Jr%
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Objective C: The. student will be better able to
recognize that federal laws regulate
product labeling so the consumer knows
what he/she is buying. /

possible
generalizations: 1) Labels QW fabrics and garments

are required by 'law to include
per cent of each fiber used in
order of predominence.

Clothing
2) Law requires that care

instructions be attached to
all garments and given with
all fabrics.

1) Labels on food are required byis
law to clearly name the
product, give the weight,,
amount of contents, manufacturers
n4me and address, and list all
ingredients for Most foods.

Food
2) Law requires specOic nutrition

information to be `given on
labels of foods that have been
fortified, or for which special
nutritional claims are made by
the vanufacturer.

3) Meat and poultry products muse
-have a federal inspection
symbol.

Objective D :. The student will be be- ter able to identify,
how advertising appeals,to consumers to sell
products.

possible'.
generalizations: 1) Advertising may primarily

present facts about the product.

2) AdveAisements appeal to
consumers by picturing products
-attractively.

3) Advertising may use emotional
appeals to sell products.

,t
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Concepts to be acquired:

Concepts taken from the generalizations associated with
each objective have been grouped into three 'categories. The teacher
concepts are specifically those the teacher needi to introduce or have
introduced t91 the class as a whole before the student,goes to the
learning centers.

Activitie'S are provided in the learning centers for the student con-
cept's, to encourage students to,internalize the concepts. .

Reinforced concepts are those recurring from one objective to another.

Objective A:

Teacher Concepts:

consumer
consumer information
current consumer
informdtion

Sources of consumer'
information

user pamphlet

Objective B:

Teacher Concepts:

reliable
true, unbiased
biased_,

contiumev,

Student Concepts:

hang-tags
labels
user pamphlets
packaging of products
articles-magazines,
newspapers

adVertisements -maga -

zines, newspapers
sources of consumer

information:

government agencies,

business-professional
groups

private nonprofit.

organizations

Student Concepts:

3

Reinforced Conce5ts:

sources of consumer
information

hang-tags
labels
advertising

Reinforced Concepts:

reliable Consumer advertising consumer
information-- sources of informs-
true & unbiased Ahr -tion

biased advertising
product advertising



Objective C:

Teacher Concepts:

labels ,

federal laws
pe ?centage

consumer
'Poultry

fortified foods
special nutritional
claims

ingredients
meat-and poultry

products

Objective D:

Teacher Concepts:

emotional appeils
picturing attractively
expiration date

11?

Student Concepts:-*
Clothing:
'fib4r. content

care instructions
Foods:

-nutrition label in-
4 'formation

'federal inspect.ipn
symbol, (meat'and

.poultry)

a

Student Concepts:

emotional appeal's
factual advertisements
picturing attractively

A

Reinforced Concepts:

labels
consumer

Reinforced Concepts:

consumer
advertising
factual
advertisements

4



SUGGESTED DEFINITIONS - TEACHER' CONCEPTS

CONSUMER:

Project 400-27-06

ISU 3/30/77

-anyone who uses goods and services, thus
everyone is a consumer

CONSUMER-INFORMATION -any information that helps one to more-

* effectively fulfill a consumer role.

CURRENT CONSUMER-INFORMATION -the most recent information one may find to
use in the role of-a consumer;- example:

newspaper.ads.

SOURCES OF CONSUMER INFORMATION -labels, hang tags, user pamphlets, packagings,
newspapers, magazines, publications of
government businesses, and testing
organizations are all places where one
may obtain consumer information.

USER PAMPHLETS -a booklet or hang tag found with a product
or provided, by a product manufacturer which.
informs the consumer of the proper and
most beneficial way to use the product.

RELIABLE --something you can count on to be true,

TRUE- UNBIASED_

. v

BIASED -an opinion, that is stated as though it is
absolutely true and factual.

factbal, and unbiased.

-information based on facts which can be

proven.

LABELS -for purposes of establiOing legislationn
labeling, =labels are interpreted to mean mit
printed information given with products on
labels, hang tags, packages, containers,
wrappings, fabric bolts, printed or pasted
On the product, or woven into the fabric..

POULTRY -any birds used for.food (chicken, turkey,'
geese, ducks; etc.).

FORTIFIED FOODS .

SPECIAL NUTRITIONAL CLAIMS

-those enrichedwith vitamins, minerals, or
proteins, -

claims (dtually in product advertising) that
a product is more nutritious than .,a similar
.product or is an-especially healthy food.

PY



INGREDIENTS

MEAT AND POULTRY PRODUCTS

FEDERAL LAWS

PERCENTAGE

EMOTIONAL APPEALS,

PICTURING ATTRACTIVELY

EXPIRATION DATE

2

-the foods in a reciper anything. (food,
.spices, chemicals) that enters into a
processed food product.

- foods which contain even very small amounts

of meat or poultry, or are made from meat or
poultry (ie.-soups with meat or poultry in

the name on the label, canned or frozen
pasta main, dishes, frozen pizza, etc.).

-laws passed by the federal government which
regulate the labeling of consumer products.

- clothing: based upon 100 parts, the. amount

of a specific fiber contained
in a fabric (ex.: 80% cotton!

'20% dacron or 80 parts cotton/
20 parts dacron).

- food: the amount of spedific nutrients con-
tained in a food product in relation-to
the recommended.daily allowance
established by the federal government-.-

- one method an advertisement may use to
convince a person to buy a product; through
the use of words and pictures the ad may
suggest the consumer would feel prettier,
healthier, happier, more popular or success-
ful, or like all of'his friends if the
product is used.

-an ad which is pleasant and appealing to ilook

at (use of 'color and.pictures), an& the
attractiveness is used to persuade a
=consumer to ttop-and read the- advertisement:

-printed on'the label of food products the
date indicates ,thelmanufacturerst suggested
time limit for the sale of the product; it
does not mean the product necessarily
becomes worthless after this date. On, a

"cents-off"-coupon-it Indicates the final

date the coupon.may beused.
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Student introduction to learning centers: suggetted information

Your class is bei;g "divided into small groups of four or

five students and each group will be assigned to,one learning

center. In the learning centers there are instructions fOr

'planned actfyities that will=help you learn more about different

kinds ofloonsumer information. Some activities will be

completed'by your group working together and some will be done
4

by each student working alone within the group. _There are.

direction sheets or cards in each"center which tell you how to

do each activity and the order to follow 'You may ask the

iS teacher for assistance if you, have a question about what you

are to do. Each center contains all of the materials necessary

to complete the activities.

J
If,you finish an individual task earlier than other

members of your group, perhaps you can offer to assist someone

else..

1

1 9
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Overview of module: The.consumer has the right to.know

Plan 1: 'There are four learning centers* within the class-
room; the activities in each learning center are de-
voted to only one of the four module dbjectives..
The, grpups will-rotate.at the end of each two day.
period; thereforeOn: four two -day period each group
will have the opportunity to work on each objective.

Group I

I LC-OB -B

Group II ---

LC:--0B-C

FLC-0B-D

Group IV <;* ------Group nat.

All materials necessary tb complete the activities are
contained within the lear9ing center.

April-

First week: The teacher will -

Day 1 1. Give pre-test
2. Introduce learning centerst(see attached sheet) -
3 Divide lass into groups (will remain together,

throughbut unit)
4. Present short introductibn to

a) arouse interest in consumer information
by intro-duce 'teacher concepts briefly (may omit

those the class has used previously)

.Day 2 '& 3

Assign groups,to learning centers
. Groups work on activities within the centers for
remainder of day 2 and day 3.

*At end of 'day 3 teacher may want to use S-
to permit, each group to stIte:ond fact, they have
learned.

*Use 5 minutes to put illustrative materials back
in envelopes, as-they will be used again as groups
rotate. (not worksheets)._

,4 4

*In classes with an enrollment of more than 20 students; some
learning centers maybe duplicated.

.1.30
,
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Second week:

Da.l &2

1. Arief reintroduction by teacher
2. Rotate grOups
3. Groups work ih learning centers for rest of day 1

and 2
4. Summary statementsI

5. Put away materials

Third week:.

Same as 2nd week ..

,Fourth week:

Day 1 & 2 - same adlweeks 2-3

Day 3 - The teacher will:

1. lead large group in brief summarization of
information presented in the learning center
activities using any of the illustrative materials.
from learning `centers

2. administer posit-test
3. permit students to fill out student_- evaluation

form.

At the end of April and upon'tompletion of the teAching module
please return (in the envelopes provided)

the pre-test
the post-test
the student evaluatiOn forms
the teacher .evaluation form

Thank youl



Overv1ew of module

5

consumer-hasothe right to know

Plan 2: There are ur learning centers within the classroom..
In each two ay perioall centers will work on a
single object*ve; each center containing diffe fit'

ivities di egted toward a different generali Oion.
POt all students will have the opportunity to work on
all generalizations to learri the generalizations
directly, but-will have the opportunity to learn the
generalizations as the studdnts frpm each ctiter

April-

(20 min.) ,

report to the total class.

All materials necessary to 4amplete the activities
are contained within the learning center.

On a day preceding the first, learning center
activities: The teacher will-

1.eadministers pre-test
2. intxoduce learning centers (see attached sheet)
3. diliide class into groups
4. present shott introdtictiotp, to arouse intereit in

consumer information

-First week: ObjeetiveA

pay 1 the teacher will-

1. present teacher concepts for objective A
2. direct groups learning centers.

The groups will work on activities in centers for
remainder of day

Day 2 , Students' go directly to centers and f ish activities
if needed

Organize, group presentation

4

Each group share with the total class a summary of
*,,activities from their learning center; using any
1llustrative materials from :their center that thIF
wish

If_time.permits teacher leads l'atge group summary.



Second week: Objective B

Day 1 and 2 - same procedure as Week 1

Third week: Objective C
X

Day 1 and 2 - same proceduresas Week 1 and

Fourth week: Objective D

Day'l and 2 - same procedure -'as above

Day 3,- The teacher will;

1. lead large group in brief Summarization of'
information predented in the learning cente
activities using any of the illustrative -

materials from the learning centers
administer post-test
permit students to fill out student evalUat
form

On

At the end of April and upon completion of the teaching ihodule
please return'(in the envelopes provided)

1) the pre-test
2) the post-t st
3) the etude t evaluation forms
4) the teac er evaluation form *,

4. ,

Thank you!

-V

4
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Overview of moduie: the consumer has- the right to know

Plan 3: There are four learning centers within the classroom,
each will contain all materials necessary to
complete the activities of the center.

April-

On a day preceding the first learning center
activities: the teacher will-

1. administer pre-test
2. introduce learning centers._(see attached sheet)
3. divide classes into groups
4. present short introduction to arouse interest in

consumer information

First week:
A

All learning-centers will work on ObjectiveA; -each
center (or pair of centers) containing different

,k activities directed toward a different generalization.
Not all students will have the opportunity to work on
all generalizations.direCtly, but will have the
opportunity to learn the generalizations as the
students from each center reportto

t
the total class.

Day 1 The teacher will:

I. present.teacher concepts for Objective A (may omit
( those the class- has used prO,Tiously)
2. direct assigned groups to learning centers
3. the students will work on activities in their

Center for remainder of day.

Day 2 go directly to centers and finish activities
if needed

Organize groUp presentation

Eich group share with the total class_a summary of
activities from their learning center using any
illustrative materials from their center that they
wish

If time permitS'teacher leads total class in summary.
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Second week and Third week:

The activities in each pair of learning centers will
be devoted to a separate objective - B and C.
In the 2-2 day periods (Week 2-3) each group will
have the opportunity to work on each objective:

2nd week - LC LC . LC
3rd week - OBB OBB) OBC

Second week:

Day 1 the teacher-will-

LC
OBC

1. present teacher concepts for objectives B and C
(may omit those the class has used previously)

2. assign groups to learning centers--
the groups will work on activities within the
center for the remainder of day 1 and 2.

Day 2 3. at end of day 2 the teacher may want to use 5
( minutes to permit each group to state one fact

they have learned
4. use 5'minutes to put illustrative materials in

envelopes, as they will be used again as groups
rotate (not worksheets)

Third week:

Day 1 the teacher will-

1. rotate.groupb in learning centers
2. briefly review teacher concepts - Objectives B & C

Day 2 -Remainder of day 1 and 2 as in second week above.

Fourth week: Repeat of first week

Day 1 & 2 - activities directed toward Objective D

Day 3 the teacher will-

1. lead large group in brief summarization of
,information presented in the learning center
activities using airy' of the illustrative materials
from the learning centers

2.-administer post-test
permit students to fill oit student evaluation form'

At the
please

end of April, and upok completion of
return (in the enveldPes provided)

1) the pre-test 3) the: student
2) the post-test 4) the, teacher

Thank you!

135.

the teaching module

evaluation forms
evaluation form

0





READ EACH OF THE
EACH'QUESTION.

A V ,

Project 4100-27-06
124 r ISU - 4177

COnsumer Infortation Quiz

G QUESTIONS% .CIRCLE THE LETTER OF THE BEST ANSWER FOR

1. If the label lists the ingredients in a can of beef stew as "water, beef,
potatoes, carrots, and carmel coloring", which ingredient is contained:in the
largest amount? I

A. Beef.

.8. Water

C. Carmel coloring

2. Which of the follpwing items is the most reliable source of consumer information?

Never fa; I

Recipes '
row,

Mottos -Pullouts
1

k

3. When buying cereal advertised as "fortified' of' "especially nutritious", the
law says you must be_provided with information 2n:

4

B. C.

. A. The amount of protein and. calories in the fOod

-43.' Directions for pr sgr.or serving the food

C.- The quality grade of the food

11
9



4. The nutrition information from this
food label tells you that one serving FIOTEIN

**,
35 RIBOFLAVIN 1 15of this food: . VITAMIN A 35 NIACIN .25;

VITAMIN C CALCIUM *
(ASCORBIC ACID)..10 IRON

[ -
25

THIAMIN''., VITAMIN B6, t
(VITAMIN Bj) 1,5 r.

A. Has all the calcium normally
.needed in one day

Is a better source of protein
than Vitamin A

C. 111s a better source of Vitamin A
than Vitamin C

5. Which em has the most information which is useful to the consumer?

A.

Pvtr or-
forracit ;dm-

M." facturces
"""g r n4111-is

peat IN Ma Was
. 109.441tolts

OW
B.

a

Si Med'
peaches

aL,
ear's

it
3 eons

p/ #0

Peaches hOrIN
Cat ito 1-ti ;4.)

C atifa 'atm
peaches a
QC" fa/4" detgerti

1014'h , baked
haw) or lust

to eat ft 1011%

. .

6. Which information below does the law ia2'mUst'be on the label of a frozdirPood
that contains meat? 'N

A. The date after 'which the food should no long& be'used

B. U.S. shield or mark giving the duality grade

C. U:S. inspection mark symbol or circle

138



7. What information
required by law is
missing from this
label?

1

A.' Nutrition
Information

B. Preparation
Directions.

C. Weight of the food

126
3

IN COLUMN I IS A LIST OF THE KINDS OF CONSUMER JNFORMATION'YOU MIGHT NEED TO FIND.'
IN COLUMN II IS A LIST OF SOURCES OR PLACES WHERE YOU MIGHT GET CONSUMER INFORMATION.

ON THE LINE IN FRONT OF EACH4NUMBER IN CQLUMN I, WRITE THE LETTER FROM COLUMN II
OF THE BEST PLACE TO GET EACH KIND OF INFORMATION.

COLUMN I

1., Ingredients in a frozen,
pizza

2. Which fresh vegetables are
available in the grocery
store's in your town

3. How to use leftover foods

4. Comparison of the nutritional
value of bread, Brand "X" and fir 1

p
COLUMN II

A. ,'Consumer groups that test

products,

I
B. Extension Publica0ons

C. Newspaper ads

D. Product labels

E. User pamphlets

THE STATEMENTS BELOW ARE FROM MAGAZINE ADS. READ EACH ONE, AND MARK THE BIASED ADS
"B" AND THE UNBIASED ADS "U".

2.

Macaroniand Cheddar--"the tastiest cheddar sauce that ever came out of a
package.

"Pineapple packed in its own juice.
comes naturally."

No sugar added. At Dole, Areefness

3. "Mate any meatloaf taste even better" with A-1 steak sauce.

i
A

13D
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A
$ 4-

V,4

READ THE FIVE' ADS AT THE FRONT Oif THE ROOM. DECIDE IF THE AD IS TRYING TO SELL
THE PRODUCT BY ,USING: - r

rs.

A. Attractiveness appeal

4B. Emotional appeal

C. Factual appeal

CIRCLE THE LETTER OF THE APPEAL USED.
-:1 -

'9I A # a C

. A02 A B C

AD 3 A B 1 C

AD 4 -A B C

AD 5 A B , C

.

fi

-

A

V

1

.4t
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Consumer 'Information Quiz ,

. project 400-27-06
ISU - 4/77

READ EACH.OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. CIRCLE-tHt LETTER OF THE BEST ANSWER FOR EACH
QUESTION-

1., If.a coat label liits these fibers

which fiber is found in the largest
amount in the fabric?

_A. Polyester_

B. Cotton

C. Rayon

__A Pet ecler

2. Which of the following items is the most _reliable source of consumer information?

A.

b Lit+ ;ck
130.tfernS.

h Ow egsie

and

eqS le

to sew r, r

B.

-or

Tor.; To go ol+4 Tow
eVehy thins ! in the

0
*/. washeo-

4f:cry b; ov Made 1-o look
stpot4.4 1.4 h and new

If .1' t seoon af+or season.

C.

When buying a fabric for home sewing, the law says you must be-able to get
informati n'on:

A. How to was Or take care of the fabric.

B.' Amount of shrinkage td be expected.

.C. Fac aboult the quality of the fibers used `.in this fabric.

41
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This coat label, giving fiber information,
tells you that: /'

1

A. Acetate-fibers are blended with_
the other fiber5' in:this fabric

B. There is more nylon than Acrilan
in' this fabric t,

C. There is more Acrilan than wool
in this fabric

41r

4:5% loh
46% Ac nfloA
t O r4) Woo)

lechaect +b
100

Tric.aft

S. Whitt.) hangtag has the most information which is usefill to the consumer?

A.

Long sleeve
I 09%

ofh
wool

proof
°'y qeon 51

wegfet

a

B.

1sire: 4"
Lot
/DO % by /an

C slot

Gi-ee

Po-icAL.

7. q9

C.

6. Which information below does the law say must be on
clothing?

A. Standard size

B. Fibers used in the fabric
4

4

C. Instructions for laundry and care

L42

permanent labels sewn into
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7.. What information required by law is missing from the information on this fabric
bolt?

C...corK
Neu, ciork,

. 2. \Ids.

A tikkelom. Walk
112cdf ' t4...15rsm; Tu"61e

Rle"e*Z

A. .Special fabribfpishes

B. Fabric width

C. Per' cent of 'each fiber-

IN COLUMN I IS A LIST OF THE KINDS OF CONSUMER INFORMATION YOU MIGHT NEED TO FIND.
IN COLUMN II IS A LIST OF SOURCES OR PLACES WHERE YOU MIGHT GET"CONSUMER INFORMATION.

ON THE LINE IN FRONT OF EACH NUMBER IN COLUMN I, WRITE THE LETTER FROM COLUMN II
OF THE BEST PLACE TO GET EACH KIND OF INFORMATION.

COLUMN I COLUMN II

t
Fibers in a T-shirt fabric A. Consumer groups-that test

products -

Styles of clothing available
in the stores in your town B. Extension publications

How to remake out-of-style
clothing

Comparison of the quality and
Obrformance of two hotcombs.
Brand X and Brand Y

C. Newspaper ads.

D. Product labels

E. User pamphlets

THE STATEMENTS BELOW ARE FROM MAGAZINE ADS. READ EACH ONE, AND MARK THE,BIASED
ADS "B" AND THE UNBIASED ADS "U".

1. Velcro--"the world's easiest, most versatile fastener.!

2. ""Yellow Canvas Wrdpcoat is treated to 'be water resistant by Jane Charney
fof_Drizzle-, 4-16, $95."

Connie--The "I have to have'it 'cause it goes with everything shoe."
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4

READ THE FIVE ADS AT THE FRONT OF THE ROOM. DECIDE IF THE AD IS TRYING TO SELL THE
PRODUCT BY USING:

A. Attractivenesi, appeal

B. 'Emotional appeal

C. Factual appeal

CIRCLE THE LETTER Or THE APPEAL USED.

AD 1 A

AD 2 A

AD 3 A C

AD 4 A 'B. C

AD 5 A
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Working Materials

ISU Projict 400-27-06
April 28,.. 1977.

Student Attitudes Toward Consumer Information Unit

You haVe been helping us for the past few weeks by using the materials we prepared.
on sources of consumer information. We would like to know what, you thought about
the activities and about working in learning centers. Your answers to the following
questions will help us. There are no right or wrong answers--just your opinions.

Your teacher will read the statements to you. 'Listen carefully and read along as
she reads them to you. Then decide if you: )

- Strongly agree with the statement

- Mildly agree,with the statement

- Don't know how you feel

= Mildly disagree with the statement

- Strongly disagree with the statement

I

Then draw a circle around:

- the A if you strongly agree

- the a if you mildly agree

- the ? if you don't know

- the d if you mildly disagree.-

- the D if you strongly disagree

1. The activities in the learning center were boring.

A a d D .2. I liked working in small groups:

d 0 3. I helped one or more members in.my group;

d

0 4. It is important'fOr consumers to use reliable information.

I participated in most learning center activities.

The reading materials in the learning center were easier to
understand than our regular text books.

I received help from one or more members of my group.
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2

d D 8. We wasted a lot of time in our learning center.

,e

A a 9. My group-waited a long time for help from the teacher.

A a 10. The activities in the learning centers were too easy.

A a d D 11. The tapes did not help 'me undetltand the booklets.
4

IN%
A\ a D 12. Advertising is something wil-don't need to study in school.

A a 13; It was easier to understand the-directions when they were
on a separate sheet.

.,

A a d D 14. The ftill-page activity sheets were too long.

a. ? d D 15. Pictures and/or posters in the learning centers helped me
to understand the information better.

d D 16. It was hard to find the materials in the learning-centers
which went with each activity.

C

A a d D 17. Eyeryone need,s to know about sources of consumer information;
. i

.

..
.

'A 18. I liked the activities where we worked with-items, such as
labelS, boxes and food.

A a d D 19. There were not enough activities= in the learning centers to
keep us busy.

A a d D -20. I liked activities where we used work sheets.

A a '21. The directions for the activities were hard to understind.

a ? d D 22. I would rather work with different people than the ones
in my:group,

23. Consumers don't need to know abolit federal laws which
:protect them.

146
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24. The group r orts were interesting.

d D 25. I worked harder when I'had to report to the class.

a --d/ID 26. It_wasn't as much fun doing activities another group had"
al ready' done

A a ? d D -27., I liked being able to choose some activities rather than
doing only those that were assigned by the teacher.
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Teacher Attitudes Toward Learning Centers

For the past few Week's you have been using the curriculum materials developed at ISU
in your mainstreamed home economics classes. We would like to know your feelings
about these materials and about usinglearning centers as a teaching strategy..
Your answers to the following statements would be most helpful to us. There are no
right or wrong answers--just your opinions..

Carefully read each of the following statements. Then decide if you:

- "strongly agree with the statement
- mildly agree with the statement
- don't know how you feel
- mildly disagree with the .statement
- strongly disagree with the statement

Then, draw a circle around:

- the A if you s ongly agree

- the a if you ildly agree

- the ? if you don't know

- the d if you mildly disagree

- the D if you strongly disagree

D 1. The learning tenter method freed me to work with the students
who needed help.

'Thtl-pe

A a 2. The activities were at an appropriate level of difficul ty

-A a

for my students.

D 3: The students seemed to enjoy teaching each other in the
learning centers.

D 4. Sources of consumer information is an important area to
include in home economics.

D 5. -It was difficult to divide my class into working groups.

6: Learning centers encouraged peer tutoring.

A 7. I Would like to use learning centers again if materials were
available:

a, D 8. It took too much time for me to become familiar with the
'materials.

148
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A a d D 9. ,The disabled studenti benefited frolt-wOrking in learning,
centers.

A a D' 10. When doing group work, all students should fill out a_work-
sheet.

a ? d. D I would take the time to develop other units to be used in
learning centers.

A a D 12. Advertising is something we don't need to teach about in
home economics classes.

A D 13. The normal students seem more willing to work with the
disabled students as a result of this e(perience.

A d '-9 ,14. One student usually dominated a group.

D 15. I cannot use these materials in the future with other
classes.

k

d D 16. Stu,dents don't need tolearn aboilt federal laws which affect
them as consumers.

A a d D IL/It was easy for students to find materials within the packets.

A a / d D 18. The students seemed to enjoy working in learning centers.

A a

A a

a d

This was a',good way to teackconsumer education in a
mainstreamed,classroom.

D 20. Using taped' for the'disabled students was a waste o
and effort..

21. ular textbooks wiruld have been more effective for slow
earners than the prepared materials. .

a.

in the rotation system the activities were more interesting
to the first group than they were to subsequent groups.

23. The learning center strategy was difficult for me to implement
with my classes. ,



A

A

A

a

a

d D

D

a

a- ? d D

a ? d D

D
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24. Students learn more by doing their own work than by
working in groups.

25. It was difficult to fit the materials into my style of
teaching:

26, It=is important for students,to know what information is
reliable.

g7. Two days were too long to spend on each, objective.

28., Concrete learning exper4ences using items such as food
and labels helped the disabled students learn the concepts.

29. The visuals (posters, pictures) were helpful to students
in the learning centers.

a d 30. The materials within the packets were welNorganized.

a ? d D 3 ike to have changed the groups during the time
we were using the learning center materials.

A a d D 32. The teacher directions were clear enough to enable me
to proceed with confidence.

A a

L

The studep
ther groups s had already done.

150
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ATTITUDE TOWARDS DISABLED PERSONS SCALE
AND ANSWER SHEET

6

''%"----QEACH STATEMENT AND PUT AN "X" IN THE APPROPRIATE COLUMN ON THE
ANSWER SHEET. PLEASE ANSWER EVERY QUESTION.

1. Disabled persons aresually.friandly1

2. people whd4are disable shouldf not have to pay income tax.

3. Disabled people are no ire emotional than other people.

4. Disabled persons'can ham oriel social life:

5. Most"pflysicalliaiibl'ed persons have a chip on their shoul'

6. Disabled we s canlm,as successful as other workers.

7. Very few ed riersqns are ashamed of their disabilities.

S. Most people feel uncomfortable when theypssociate with disabled
people.

%
6

9. Disabled people show less enthusiasm-,thEin..rfon-disabled people.

10. Disabled people do not become upset any more easily than non-disabled
people. .

10.

e3

11. Disabled people are often less aggressive than normal people.t
12. Most disabled persons get married and have dhildret.

13. Most disabled persons do not nrry any more*than anyoneielse.

14. Employers should not be allowed to fire disabled employees.
;

'15. Disabled people are not es happy as non-disabled odes.

16. Severely disabled people are 'harder to get along with than are
those with Minor disabilities,.

17. Most disabled people expect spec& treatment.

18. Disabled persods should'not expect to lead normal lives.
7,7

19: Moot disabled people tend to get discouraged easily.

/7 , I/
2OrThe worst think that could happen to a person would -be for

him to be v severely injured.
.

6

Copyright by Human Resources, Inc:
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21. Disabled children should not havekto Compete with non-disabled
children.

22. post*disab d people do not feeTeorry for themselves.

23., Most disabled, eople prefer to work with other disabled people.

24. Most severely disabled persons are not as ambitious as othbr
peoAe.

25. Disabled persons are not as self-confident as-physically normal
4

26. Most disabled persons
. other people:

27. It would be best if a
disabled person.

don't want'more

-disabled, person

affection and praise than

# .

would marry another

28. Most disabled people do not need sliecial attention.

4
29. Disabled persons want sympathy more than other people.

30. Most physically disabled persons have different personalities,
than normal persons.

r.
0

Copyright byAunart Regourdes,-Inc.

4,
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sANSWER SHEET

Name

DIRECTIONS: Use this answer sheet to indicate
disagree with each of the stateme
on the attached list. Ptit a.n'"X"

number froM +3''-to -3 depending on
case.

how muchyou agree or
nts about disabled people
through the appropriate
how you feel in each

+3:

+2:

I +1:

I agree: very mkt'

I agree pretty much
I agree a little

-1:

-211
-3:

I disagree a little
I disagree pretty much
I disagree very much

PLEASE ANSWER EVEPY ITEM

(1) -3 -1 +1 +2 +3 (16)

(2) -3 -2 -1 +1 +2- +3 (17)

(3) -3 -2 +1 +2 +3 (18)

(4) -3 . -2 -I +1 +2 +3- (19)

(5) -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 (20)

(6) -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 .+3 (21)

(7) -3 -1 +1 +2 +3 (22)

(8) -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 (23)

(9) -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 (24)

4. (10) -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 (25)

(11) -3 -2 -I +1 +2 +3s (26)

(12) -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 <27)

(13) -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 4-3 (28)

...OA) 7.3 . -1 +1 +2 +3 (29)

. (15) -.3 -2 -r +1 +2 +3 (30)

- 3 -2 +1 +2 +3

-3 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 4-1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

- 3 -2 +1 +2 +3 ,

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

3 -2 -1 +1 +2 F43'

-2 1 +1 +2' +3

-3 -1 +1 +2 +3

-1 41- +3

-2 -1 +1 f +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 -+1 +2 +3

-3 -2 :+1 :+2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3


